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The effective select; petent, deserving men
§&t promotion t> higher duties is a continue or *blem of all n tlitary
orfanimations . All three of the MeJM U. 3. Military services have
institute, since thj- disc rid War II, r<vised pt or.- tl .* systems
f r ealieted personnel, based m the c ; >f a career service. The
features of each promotion system the Army Career Guidance Plan,
the Navy post war proir ti in program, and the Air Force Airman
Career Program arc described, and the application of the selective
criteria employed by each system to pr te enlisted candidates from
pay grade FT 3 to pay grade £ 4 is outlined.
Several fundamental similarities in the enlisted promo
tion systems of the 'irmv, Navy and Mr Force are nMed. Each of the
services accepts, in principle, as factors for promotion qualification
15G55

i) Completion of a prescribed period of service
2} Successful completion of qualifying training
3) Satisfactory conduct record
4) Acceptable efficiency rating
5) Recommendation for promotion by superior
officers
6) Satisfactory completion of competitive examinations.
The degree of importance attached to each of these factors was found
to vary considerably between services, and the amount of centralised
administrative control exercised by each of the military departments
was found to have considerable variance.
Six recommendations were offered which might be
applied, in varying degrees, to all three systems as possible means
of improving the selection process f >r promotion.
i) A high degree of centralized direction and control af
promotlon procedures
Z) Successful completion of a technical service school
course prior to promotion to pay grade £ ?, and
completion of a standardised on the job training
course
1) Service wide* competitive examinations for pro
motion above pay grade E 3
4) Lengthening of prescribed minimum periods of
service

5) Provision for direct promotion* by immediate
commanding officers in exceptional cases
6) Development of a standardised system lor eval
uating promotion systems.
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THE APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
The effective selection of competent, deserving men for
promotion to positions of greater responsibility and more complex
duties is a continuing problem for all military organisations. The
technological development of the means of waging war has brought with
it increasing demands for individual specialisation and assumption of
responsibility not known in the days of the cross bow and catapult.
Hie job of determining those who are best qualified to perform the
tasks of operating and maintaining the machinery of war, and who best
exhibit th« capacity for responding it and transmitting the orders re
ceived from superior levels is a function of personnel administration.
Such a function entails (1) providing for programmed training in the
various skills required in many specialised fields of work; (Z) setting
up stand&rd grades of performance at different levels within those
fields; (3) constructing means of measuring the amount of qualifica-
tion achieved in those specific criteria; and (4) establishing procedures,
within the framework of the organisation, for promoting those selected
as best fitted for advancement.

Each of the military services of the Department of Befesee
has its jw» organic program of personnel administration. Likewise,
each o£ the services has established its own system for the promotion
of enlisted personnel. It is of considerable significance however, that,
recognising the need for increased attention to the problem of improv
lag personnel standards in keeping with the technological advances of
modern warfare, all three major military services - the Army, Navy,
and Air Force have instituted, since the end of open hostilities in
World Vtf II, revised systems of promotion, each based on a career
program of training and advancement in specialised military occupa-
tional fields. It is the study of the policies and administrative proce-
dures implementing these promotion systems, and the evaluation of the
comparative effectiveness of their application, that provide the mater-
ial for this discussion.
Before attempting any evaluation of the three military pro -
motion systems it seems desirable to present, in sufficient detail, the
principal features of each of the programs now in use. The succeeding
three chapters will he devoted to an exposition of the enlisted promo
tion systems of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, in turn. An attempt
will be made to arrange the presentation in a uniform pattern of progres
sion, insofar as the distinctive features of each system permit. In or
der to illustrate the practical application of each promotion system, the

3steps in advancement irons pay grade three to pay grade four in a typi-
cal occupational field will be traced for each service.
To facilitate identification of the corresponding grade titles
used by the three services, reference is made to the table below. The
seven enlisted pay grades shown were established by the Congress in
the Career Compensation Act of 1949, and each of the three military
services has established its own corresponding grade titles.
EN1-ISTED PAY GRADES ANl> CORRESPONDING TITLES












E 5 Sergeant Petty Officer
2nd Class
Staff Sergeant






E-2 Private Seaman Private 1st Class
< Apprentice
£1 Rec ruit teaman
Recruit
Private
*Department of the Army. Circular No. 106. Washington: October 1949.
Sec. TL
Bureau of Naval Personnel. Proceed ings of the Personnel Officers*
Conference, 194$. Washington: i94<$. Facing p. 787""
Oapartment of the Air Force. Air Force Letter No. 39 33. Washington:
Z November i949.

The promotion process to pay grade E-4 has been selected
for illustration because it is at this level that the enlisted man is re
quired to attain the degree of leadership* supervisory ability, sense of
responsibility, and professional competency which is expected of a n n
commissioned officer. Traditionally, promotion to the grade of Army
Corporal and Navy Third Class Petty Cfficer signifies the acquisition
of non-commissioned officer states. Although the fit Force includes
the Corporal of pay grade B*$ in its definition of nan-conmissioned of
fleer,.* in actual practise it is the Sergeant who is first assigned duties
and responsibilities which involve the direction of the work of others.
Some exceptions will occur in individual cases in the Air Force, but as
a general rule this principle of equivalence of responsibility >£ the var -
ious pay grades applies throughout the armed services.
Following the presentation of the errliated promotion systems
of the armed forces a discussion of the similarities and differences con-
tained in each will be given with a comparison of their apparent merits
and weaknesses. An attempt will be m*4* to evaluate the effectiveness
of each system in relation to the others, and proposals will be offered
which the writer believes would lead to overall improvement.
Some understanding of the hierarchical command structure
^Department of the Air Force. Air Force Regulation No. 39-30.
Washington: 24 March 1950. Sec. I, Par."~?b/

within the armed forces is necessary in order to trace the delegation
•I authority and the assignment of responsibility for administering en
listed promotion policy directives issued from the top. Various levels
of command exist in the organisation structure of any military service
and, depending upon the amount of delegation from above, each level
exercises varying degrees of authority in meeting its responsibilities
for implementing the policies established at the top. Without attempt
teg to reproduce the complex organisational relationships of command
and responsibility within the three branches of the military establish
ment, basic skeletal outlines are presented here and the various de
scending levels of administrative command are indicated in order to
illustrate the chain of authority and responsibility upon which the ex
ecution of policy is so dependent.
Army command structure: Under the Secretary of the Army, the Chief
of Staff Is the highest ranking Army officer in the Service and exer -
cises supervision over all members oi the Army. In the next lower
command level are the commanders of the major armies. Included in
the Major Command echelon are the Continental Army Commands con-
sisting of the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Army
Areas and the Military District of Washington; and the Overseas Army
Commands. Directly below the Major Command level is the Corps
Command echelon. An illustration of such a command is found in the
Vth Corps of the Third Army Area. An Army corps is made up of

several Division Commands whose commanders are in the next lower
level of the command structure. Within the division are three Regi
mental Commands which comprise the next lower command level. Sub
ordinate to the Regimental Command is the Battalion Command level.
Three battalions make up a single regiment. The lowest practical com
mand echelon is the Company Command, normally commanded by a
captain. A battalion is made up ol a minimum of five companies.
In this segment of the organisation structure of the Army,
the chain of administrative command can be traced through seven de-
scending levels of authority; from the Chief of Staff in the Department
of the Army, down through the successive subordinate echelons of Ma
jor Armies, C&rps, Division, Regimental, Battalion, and Company
commands (Appendix I).
Navy c^mmaavd structure; tinder the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief
of Naval Operations is the top ranking command officer of the Navy.
A ithin the next lower level of administrative command are found the
commanders-in-chief of the Naval Operating Forces, such as the At-
lantic fleet and the Pacific Fleet. Subordinate to the Fleet commands
are the various type commands, such as Commander, Air Force, At-
lantic Fleet; Commander, Destroyers, Atlantic Fleet; and similar
functional forces. The subordinate echelons of ComAirJLant consist of
several geographical fleet aviation commands, such as Commander,

Fleet Air, Jacksonville. Each ComFAir is made up of assigned carrier
air group commands, each if which consists of several tactical squad-
rons. In the fleet aviation branch of the Naval Operating Forces the
chain ^>f administrative command can be clearly defined as descending
in six basic levels from the Chief of Naval Operations through the sue -
cessive subordinate echelons of Fleet commanders in chief, command
ers of Fleet Air Forces, commanders of geographical fleet air activi-
ties, Carrier Air Group commanders, and finally, Squadron command-
ers. The chain of command of other branches of the operating forces
ami major Naval activities may be traced through somewhat similar or-
ganisational echelons (Appendix n).
Air Force command structure: Under the Secretary of the Air Force,
the Chief of Staff, USAF, is the top ranking officer of the command hi-
erarchy. The next lower level of administrative command consists of
the Major Air Commands which include the organisations of the Air
Proving Ground, Research and Development, Special Weapons, Air Ma-
teriel, Air University, Air Training, Military Air Transport Service,
the four Overseas Air Forces, Strategic Air, Continental Air, Tacti
cal Air, and Air I>efense. The subordinate echelons of Continental Mr
Command provide a clearly defined pattern of descending administra-
tive command levels. Conac is made up of four numbered air farces,
(First, Fourth, Tenth, and Fourteenth, ) each of which is organised In-
to wing commands consisting of one or more group commands made up

of several squadron commands each. The line o£ authority in the Con
tincntal Air Command can be traced through si* distinct levels, eom-
mencing with the Chief of Staff and running down through the succes-
sive echelons of Conac, the numbered Air Forces, Wings, Croups, and
squadrons. The other major sir commands are organised into more &r
less comparable echelon structures (Appendix ill).
Before proceeding with the discussion of three similar, but
unldtntieal promotion systems, it will be helpful to present a fe% defi
nitions of terms which will be encountered, and thus establish some
common ground for expression. In the separate discussions of &g Ar
my, Navy, and Air Force systems the writer has attempted to conform
with the official lingo peculiar to and employed by each branch if the
service; and such definitions as are considered necessary to explain such
terms will be made in the appropriate sections. However, certain con
treating usages should be pointed out, and some terms of common ap
plication clarified, at the outset.
Promotion and Advancement: These terms are considered to be synon
ymous and will be used interchangeably whan applied to the Army, Air
Force, and the three services collectively. However, the Navy dis
tinguishes between these terms in that promotion is used to describe
the process of up-grading officers, and advancement is used to

describe the pr reese ot up grading enlisted men. 5 This distinction M
counts lor the wide usage of the word advancement" in the discussion
concerning the Navy. As the Army and Air Force make no distinctive
nee of the words, alternate use of ' promotion" and "advancement is
made in Chapters lit IV, and V.
Non-commissioned officer and Petty officer : The Army uses the
term "non-commissioned officer to identify enlisted personnel in pay
grades E-4 through £ 7, and the Air Force applies the same term to
enlisted men in pay grades £ 3 through E-7. * The Navy uses the term
"petty officer to identify enlisted personnel in pay grades £ 4 through
£-7. Except in the chapter devoted to the Navy, non commissioned
officer will be used to describe all military personnel in pay grades
£ 4 through E-7.
Airman: The term airman is used by the Air Force to describe en-
listed personnel in any pay grade in the Department of the Air Force. 7
It is a general term analagous to the Army "soldier and the Navy
sailor. In Navy usage, the term airman is the basic grade title of
^Bureau of Naval Personnel. Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual. NavPers
15791. \ ashiagtom 1949. Part C. Chapter 7, Sees. I and 2.
^Ct. p. 4.
7AFRS9~3Q. Sec. I, Par. Ea.

id
enlisted personnel in pay grades B I through £ 3 in the aviation branch
of the Navy. The term will be used in accordance with its appropriate
connotations throughout the discussion.
Military Occupational Specialty (Army) ; An area of military job ac -
tivities covering either -me duty assignment sr a group of duty assign-
ments which require similar abilities for the performance of their
significant tasks, and which may be performed either in whole or in
part by a soldier who is qualified to perform the entire group of
tasks. (The term is generally analogous to Air Force Specialty).
Rating (Navy) ; An occupational job field which requires, basically*
related aptitudes, training, experience, knowledge, and skills. A
particular rating includes only pay grades E-4 through .&-"?. The term
rate Is used to identify the sailor as to pay grade. All sailors have
a "rate", whether Seaman Apprentice or Chief Boatswain's Mate. (The
term 'rating is broader In concept than either Army Military Occupa
tional Specialty or Air Force Specialty).
Air Force Specialty: A broad grouping of duties and tasks of relative-
ly equal difficulty based on a cl >se relationship of skill, knowledge,
other job requirements. (The term is generally analogous to Army
Military Occupational Specialty)*






sleltrgated the authority to effect enlisted promotions under the

il
provisions and within the limitations prescribed by higher echel >ns in
the comrr and structure.

CHAPTER H
THE ARMY SYSTEM FOR THE
PROMOTION Or ENLISTED PERSONNEL
THE PROGRAM FOR SELECTION AND PROMOTION
CAREER GUIDANCE FLAN. During the three years following the Jap-
anese surrender in 1945, the Army developed a new enlisted promo-
tion system which was an integral feature of a newly -announced person-
nel program known as the Career Guidance Plan. This plan entails the
revision and redescripticn of the formerly-used enlisted grade struc-
ture and its Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) through an ex-
tensive job analysis program conducted by the Adjutant General. 1 Group
lag of all newly authorised MOS's into related Career Fields is the
basic substance of the plan, which was designed to provide for an organ-
ised, Army- wide system of personnel management both for the peace-
time establishment and for periods of mobilisation.
The implementing features of the Career Guidance Plan were
1Department of the Army. Circular No. 1. Career Guidance Plan for






put into effect August 1, 1948. The pr :cesa of transition from the old
to the new wtt to be * gradual one, the speed of conversion depending
on the effective introduction to the service uf individual Career Fields.
By June 19, 1950, eleven Career Fields had been introduced, repre
seating the initial implementation of better than one third of the entire
Career Field Program. The second competitive promotion examina-
tion schedule, covering ten previously introduced Career Fields, had
been announced to take place during the months of August through Nov
3
ember, 1950.
The sudden impact of the Korean War and its resultant need
for mobilisation found the Army enlisted promotion system operating
under two programs, one for those people classified in an introduced
Career Field, and the other fur those classified in ! s for which no
Career Field yet had bean introduced. In August 1950, the Department
of the Army cancelled the scheduled examinations for all but one of the
introduced Career Fields. The exception was the Finance Career Field
for which examinations had been completed prior to the effective date of
the cancelling directive. The promotion provisions of the Career Guid
Department of the Army. Circular No. 202. Implementation of Career
Guidance Plan for warrant fficers and Enlisted Personnel. Washing-
torn: 7 July 194*. Sec. I, Par. [.
3Department of the Army. Circular No. 22. Career Field Sxaminati >n
Schedules. Washington: 12 April i9&0.

%4
ance Program were suspended in all but the five Career Field* Infan
try, Artillery, Armored, Food Service, and Finance - in wfeich com-
petitive examinations had been administered. Under the same direc -
tive, the Army set up provisions for an interim, war time system to
govern promotions for all enlisted personnel, whether classified as
career or non career soldiers. ~
The current suspension oi the promotion features of the Ca
reer Guidance Program in no sense means the abandonment of the o
ver all, long -range plan, the preparation and introduction of new
Career Fields, and the classification of qualified personnel into those
Career Fields is to continue as originally planned, while the time of
return to the promotion provisions oi the Career Guidance Program
cannot he predicted with accuracy, it would *eem that future military
commitments and combatant employment of the Army, and the rate and
degree of introduction of new Career Fields largely will determine the
readoption of career promotions.
in order to present a complete picture of the enlisted promo-
tion program of the Army it will be necessary to describe the features
of the long range Career Guidance Plan as well as the elements of the
interim promotion system presently in use.
4Army message. TWX, WCL, 37400, TAG. 9 August 1950. Subject:
Suspension of Certain Enlisted Career Guidance Personnel Procedures.
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CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM. The Career Guidance Program is
based on the grouping of all Mllitar ccupational Specialties into 31
specific Career Fields (Appendix IV), each of which is made up of
those MOS's whose duties and tasks are generally related, into a func -
tional, occupational family. There are approximately 490 separate
Military Occupational Specialties each with an identifying four digit
code number. Each Career Field has a graphic job progression dia
gram showing the path of advancement from a lower to a higher MOS
and pay grade. Most Career Fields are subdivided into several job
ladders which indicate the progressive steps of advancement in »pe
cialised branches within the Career Field concerned.** The job anal
yais program, on which the development and introduction of new Ca-
reer Fields is dependent, is to continue until the entire occupational
range of Army job specialties and qualifications has been covered.
The first step in conversion of enlisted personnel to the Ca-
reer Guidance Program is the proper classification of every individual
into a MOS which represents the highest level of skill at which the in
^Department of the Army. Special Regulations No. 615-25-15. Enlist -
ed Personnel, Military Occupational Specialties. Washington: 15 No-
vember 1950.
Department of the Army. Special Regulations No. 615-25-20. Enlisted
Personnel. Career Fields. Washington: 15 November 1950.
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dividual can perform in that field of specialisation in which he is most
interested and in which he (normally) has had the longest training and
experience. Doe consideration is given to the recency of performance
in the technical skills required. The introduction of a new Career
Field requires that the existing MOS's of persons already working an
jobs included in that Held be reviewed and converted where necessary
into new MOS's which are specifically authorised for the field. The a-
ward of a new MOS is made in accordance with the individual's quali-
fications for that MOS as determined by the following factors:
1 - Demonstrated ability to perform the duties and re
sponslbilities of that specialty for a minimum pe-
riod of 60 days,
2- Previous civilian experience, wham of such a na-
ture as to be a practical counterpart of the spe
cialty and when proficiency has been determined
through demonstrated ability to perform the du-
ties of the MOS for a period of not less than 60
days, or
3- Through the successful completion of a course of
training at a service school or in a training divi-
sion, if the course has been determined by proper
authority to be of such a character as to qualify a
graduate in that specialty.

X?
The tools which the classification authority uses to determine the quali
fleation of an individual lor a MOS award in a newly introduced career
Held are counseling, interviewing, and testing.
ENUSTED PATH T gggj^Sg UNDER THE CAREER GUIDANCE
PROGRAM. Having been classified and assigned to a Military Occupa-
tional Specialty in a recognised Career Field, the soldier must com-
plete a series of qualification steps before being considered eligible for
promotion It a higher pa y grade and/or MOS. (A promotion to a higher
pay grade daes not necessarily mean the assignment a£ a ne^c MOS as
some MQS's span more than one pay grade. } Career guidance promo-
tion procedures are designed to provide a competitive merit system of
promotion, based upon uniform job proficiency examinations with stand-
ardised composite scoring. In addition to the score in a competitive ex-
•urination, other factors are considered, weighted, and Included in the
numerical, composite score which is the basis fME determining the in-
dividual's relative standing for promotion eligibility.
Promotable Status. The first requirement for promotion el-
igibility is that the candidate be in a promotable status. B /definition,
such status means that the s ildier concerned is reported by his unit as
present for duty, ' or in authorised absence from his place of duty. Any
"Department oi the Army. Special Regulations Ho. 615-25-1. Enlisted
Personnel, Classification. Washington: 29 April 1949.

It
individual who is absent without leave, under court martial charge* or
sentence, under disciplinary restriction or confinement, or missing,
is not in a prourmtable status, A soldier who is otherwise eligible lor
promotion but who is in a nonpromotaole status may oe promoted by the
designated promoting authority only upon restoration of promotable
status.8
oer vice lime *ieo
t
uirements . Minimum periods are pre -
scribed for time U> oe spent in each grade before the soldier is con-
sidered eligible for promotion to a higher grade. The number of
months A service in-grade required increase v itfc. the progression
from lower to higher grades in order to provide the soldier with ample
time to gain the necessary experience and training in his present *&t~
cialty as preparation for assuming the duties and responsibilities of a
higher specialty. In addition to mastering the increasing complexity of
his specialty in the higher grades, the soldier is also required to di-
rect, supervise, and teach others in the same line of work. Progres-
sively longer service in grade requirement* are considered essential in
order to aiX-.ru. the soldier an opportunity to demonstrate his acquired
abilities and to enable his superior officers to observe and evaluate his
fitness for promotion, in some instances, minimum service -in -grade
^Circular N®. 202, 1943. Sec. I, Par. 21, as amended by Department
of the Army. Circular No. 25, 1 May 1950. Sec. VIH.
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requirements are supplanted by prescribed minimum periods of total
service time regardless of grade. In all cases, service time require-
ments are subject to waiver or change by proper authority in appropri
ate cases to correct individual injustices, or as the needs of Hie oerv-
ice dictate.
Application for Promotion. Promotion to noncommissioned
officer grades under the Career Guidance Program requires that can-
didates submit to their immediate unit commander a standard Applica-
tion for Advancement (DA AGO Form 359. ) The application contains
all the information necessary to show the applicant's promotable sta-
tus, service in -grade, physical fitness, and other qualifications for
promotion. Fully processed, the application traces the candidate's
path of advancement, and is routed successively from the soldier's
unit commander, through the Personnel Section of his unit, through the
intermediate and final command levels for approval and endorsement,
and thence to the Examining and Computing Agency which has a respon-
sibility for the administration and scoring of promotion examinations.
The completed forms submitted by successful applicants become the
basis of issuance of appropriate promotion orders.
Qualifying Training . Extensive training is required of the
soldier in the duties and tasks of the Military Occupational Specialty
for which he is a candidate before he can expect to undertake the exam-
ination with any hope of success. Such training may be presented in one

20
or more of several ways. A formal service school course may be pre
scribed as a prerequisite for a particular Mwo, or may be available*
but ftot mandatory for outstanding candidates, Tox most MO$'s, appro
priate on the -job training is recognised. In addition, self -study, cor
resp ndence, or extension course training may be authorised and re-
commended, la any case, the extent and type of pertinent qualifying
training completed is indicated on the application form and attested by
the candidate's Personnel Officer.
The effectiveness of any training program, whether formal
or informal, will be determined by the adequacy with which it prepares
trainees for the performance of the tasks si the particular MuS upon
which it is based. The duties, skills, tasks, and responsibilities of
each authorised MO£ in a Career Field are set forth in detailed job de-
scriptions contained in the Special Regulations pertaining to that Career
Field and published to the Service, '
The Army has extensive and well equipped training facili
ties which are employed to prepare enlisted personnel for advancement
along career lines. The backbone of the peacetime training program is
the formal school training provided in Army service schools. This
school training is supplemented by an informal system of on the job
*$RKo. 615 25 ,5 and SR No. 615-25-20.
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training and practical experience provided in the unit to which the sol-
dier is assigned. In addition to these two main types of training, other
educational aids are provided for the career-minded soldier who de-
sires to use his off-duty time to become more proficient in his special-
ty or to increase his general educational level. Self -study guides and
text material are available for each enlisted Career Field. Correspond-
ence courses can be taken throughthe United States Armed Forces
Institute. Further provisions are made for participation in college and
university correspondence courses. Through an official system of in-
dividual contracts between the Government and 49 cooperating universi
ties and colleges, military personnel may enroll, at a nominal fee to
cover the cost of enrollment, textbooks, and material, in many courses
at the college, high school, and vocational levels.
Formal Training. In the Army service school system there are
26 service schools offering over 350 courses, more than 320 of which
are open to enlisted men. Of these latter, 204 courses are tailored to
meet the duties and requirements of specific Military Occupational Spe-
cialties. Attendance at and completion of a formal school course is not
required for promotion to the great majority of MOS grades, but the
training derived from such a course is sufficient to prepare the promo-
tion candidate for successful completion of job proficiency examina-
tions in his particular specialty. Formal school courses range in
length from a few weeks to over a year. Instruction is provided by
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means of classroom lectures, de: .castrations, and. supervised prau.
tice. Service schools are equipped with shops, laboratories, demos
stration areas, and other facilities which nor^all/ cannot be provided
I
by the individual work unit to which the soldier is assigned fur duty.
The Army School Catalog is a publication which contains
pertinent information concerning the service schools and the courses
available. In it are faund such data as the name and location of the
school; course title, number, and duration; the IdQfl for which the
course is considered suitable preparation; the scope of the course; and
the prerequisites which govern the qualification of applicants*. These
prerequisites include such items as present pay grade and MQS, mini
mum standard scores in prescribed aptitudes, previous experience and
education, and physical requirements if any. Completion of a formal
course of training does not, of itself, constitute qualification for grade
promotion although, if authorised, it znay qualify the graduate for an
award of the particular Moo in which he has been trained.
Informal Training . The Army training program, under the
general direction and supervision of the Chief, Army Field Forces,
acting in accordance with the policies set by the Chief of otaff, follows
the principle of decentralisation of the conduct of training operations
I . |
Department of the Army. Pamphlet No. 20-21. The Arnay School
Catalog. Washington: August Ifft.
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am >ng subordinate commwderB. Individual training for advancement
of the soldiers under his direction is a responsibility of the unit com
mander. Such commanders mast see that each individual learns the
techniques of his job and secures proper qualification in his particular
specialty. The Career Guidance Program provides for fixed job pro
gresslon through integrated individual training for each A neces-
sary factor in assuring that each soldier is given a continuous oppor
tunity to qualify for advancement is the provision of practical on-the-
job training which will prepare him for the job at the next level.
Individual >n the- job training, conducted in a systematic man
ner within the work unit, is the responsibility of every unit commander
.
On the job training stresses the actual performance it tasks including
the use and manipulation A all tools and equipment essential to such
performance, and an understanding of the relationship of equipment and
parts to the total operation performed. The practical instruction guide
for conducting on the job training is the hiOS job description. MQS Job
descriptions indicate, in detail, the duties, tasks, sad responsibilities
required for the proficient performance of the particular specialty, and
it is around these factors that an individual on the job training course
is designed. In planning the unit training program, resp nsible com
mander a are required to provide a standard of training similar to that
given in f >rmallited schools, insofar as the practical facilities and
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operational mission of the unit will allow.
In addition to on the Job training as a maana of achieving
qualification for promotion, the soldier is offered the opportunity to
prepare himself for job proficiency examinations by participating in
a voluntary self study program in his off duty hours. For each MOS
included in a Career Field a Self Study Guide pamphlet is published.
These study guides contain information on all Army-published mater
ial covering the subjects necessary for qualificati :m in the MG3 in the
prescribed grade, and all the instructional matter needed for self
preparati n for the job proficiency examination. The duties and qua!
ifications required by the MOS are listed and the subject area is bro
ken down into several study units. Each unit is analysed as to its con-
tent, and includes a list of exploratory questions for the student, a
complete list of references for study, and a short test on the material
covered. Reference material includes pertinent Army publications such
as Field Manuals, Technical Manuals, Pamphlets, Regulations, films
and otter training aids bearing directly Ml the content of the MOS.
These publications and materials are widely distributed throughout the
service and are readily procurable for the use of the promotion eandi
date by his unit Information and Education officer. In addition to the
study materials provided by the Army, the study -guide indicates the
Circular No. 1, 1948. Par. 17.
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pertinent correspondence courses of USATI and cooperating colleges
and universities in which the student may enroll directly, with the approv
al of his commanding or education officer. A final review test on the en-
tire subject area is included for the self evaluation at the student. The
extensive amount of detailed training material published by the Army,
and the adequacy of the coverage outlined in the study guide, makes it
possible for the promotion candidate to gain a comprehensive knowledge
of his specialty through self directed study. This enhances consider-
ably his chances for successful completion of the job proficiency exam-
ination. * *
It should be emphasised that* while individual self study is
encouraged by the Army as one f the means of preparation for advance
ment, the decision to participate is entirely voluntary on the part of the
soldier.
Immediate Unit Commander's Endorsement. The application
submitted by the soldier candidate for promotion must be endorsed by
his immediate unit commander, indicating whether or not the candidate
is recommended for promotion to the next higher grade in his MGo. If
disapproval of the application is recommended, information showing the
basis for disapproval must be indicated. All applications, whether
12
Department of the Army. Special Regulations No. 310-20-3. Military
Publications, Index of Training Publications. Washington;! July I9S0.

mapproved or disapproved, must be forwarded immediately for further pro-
cessing and review by higher levels ff command*
The personnel section which has custody of the candidate's service
record reviews the data included on the application form and attests to the
candidate's eligibility for promotion in the light of Ms promotable status,
total tine in service and grade, physical fitness to perform, the duties of
the aspired- to MOS, efficiency reting in his present duty assignment, and
the successful completion of qualifying training.
fficiency ating . standard efficiency rating report must
accompany the Application for Advancement of every J rmy enlisted pro-
motion candidate in pay grades E-3 thr ,h £-6. The purposes for which
the Army employs efficiency reports are to provide
".
. .an objective, uniformly measured estimate (of) ^n
the job performance and personal characteristics of enlisted
personnel during a definite period of service for use as an
enlisted personnel management instrument to assist in the
following actions:
(1) Identify the degree of efficiency.
(2) Indicate a need and provide a basis for counsel-
ing and adjustment.
(3) Discover individuals with certain capabilities and
talents.
(4) Appraise individual performance for use in selection,
assignment, training or promotion of personnel.
(5) s si est in the disposition of individuals otherwise
subject to reclassification for cause.
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(6) Measure efficiency as an element of the promotion
or qualification composite score. 3
Annual efficiency reports are submitted regularly on all soldiers in pay
grates JL-5 through £.~7. If the regular annual report has been rendered
on the promotion candidate daring the 60-day period previous to the sub-
mission date of the advancement application, this report may be used for
promotion purposes. If such is not the case, a special report must be sub*
mitted. The efficiency rating report is scored by a designated computing
agency in accordance with a standard procedure issued by the -department
of the Army.
The substance of the efficient? report, which is considered to be
an inventory of the strong and weak points of the individual soldier, is the
comparative ranking of the ratee with other soldiers of similar grade and
job responsibilities who are known to the rater. In order to describe the
soldier being rated, 15 prescribed desirable traits, ten undesirable traits,
and ten specific questions concerning the man are provided on the rating
form. The rater is the immediate duty supervisor of the enlisted man
being rated. He must have had an opportunity to observe the ratee arer a
period of not less than 50 days immediately prior to the completion of the
Department of the Army. Special Regulations No. 615-25-60. nlisted
iersonnel. Enlisted Efficiency Reporting. Washington:25 January 1951.
~>ec. I, i ar. la.

rating. The rater normally is a commissioned, warrant, or noncom-
missioned officer: one who has had daily contact with the ratee in
respect to his duty assignment.
In addition to a rating by the immediate supervisor, the rating
form must be endorsed by the commissioned officer who is the immediate
superior of the rater in the chain of command. The endorser is provided
with ten questions which he is required to answer concerning the ratee.
These questions are constructed in such a manner as to reflect the
endorser's opinion as to how well the ratee performs in his duty assign-
ment. The endorser is also required to rate the rater in terras of the
degree to which he is associated with, me.-S has the opportunity to observe,
the man being reported on; and in terms of the severity, impartiality, or
laxness of the rater's rating characteristics.
Intermediate and Final Endorsements. Intermediate commanders
of the applicant for promotion are distinguished from the final commander
in that the latter is the designated promoting authority of the candidate.
The intermediate commander having custody of the personnel records of
the candidate mast add to the promotion application his endorsement, with
concurrence or non-concurrence in the recommendation of the immediate
unit commander. H applications of candidates who are prima facie eligible
whether or not approved by the unit commander, must be forwarded to the
promoting authority by the intermediate commander. Any higher intermediate

commander in the chain of command, and at an echelon below the promot-
ing authority, may require the routing of applications through his own
headquarters for review and endorsement before final routing to the
pro noting authority.
Upon receipt of the applications of eligible candidates, the pro-
moting authority conducts a careful review, giving special attention to
cases where immediate unit commanders have indicated disapproval of the
application. Intermediate commanders' endorsements also are carefully
noted. In questionable cases, special efficiency reports are utili ed by
the promoting authority in reaching a decision as to the candidate's fitness
to proceed with the advancement requirements. The promoting authority
makes a final determination ;>f accepted or rejected applicants and
makes an appropriate entry on the application form. The acceptance of a
candidate's promotion application by the promoting authority constitutes his
author i ation for the candidate to take the appropriate competitive job pro-
ficiency promotion examination.
Competitive Promotion Examination, h salient feature of the
Career Guidance Program is the requirement that all career candidates
for promotion to pay grades E-4 through : -7 be examined for job proficiency
under uniform, Army-wide, competitive standards. By definition, a job
proficiency examination is a standard! ed proce lure for measuring pro-
ficiency in the essential duties of a particular specialty by examination, ^teh
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may be either written, oral, and by practical performance, or a combination
thereof. *"* These I intions are developed and published by the
Department of the rrry in conjunction with the major commands and ad-
ministrative and technical services. Job proficiency examinations are
designed for each • «." S within a Career Field, based on the details job
description developed for that specialty. Competitive examinations under
the Career Guidance Program, as originally pl&nneo, were to be held
annually for candidates for promotion to pay grade R»S and above, and
send- annually for candidates for promotion to pay grade £*4. Examination
dates for specific MOS's in the various Career Fields were to be announced
by the Department of the ^rmy.
F.nsmining and Computing Agencies, established by the major
commanders and heads of administrative and technical services around the
world, perform various functions necessary to the administration of the
Army promotion examination program for the units in their assigned areas.
These functions include:
1- Receipt of approved Applications for dvancement from
promoting authorities.
2- Direction and supervision of the aeyrimstration of job
proficiency examinations for all applicants for whom
approved applications have been receive^ or who are
dearly eligible for promotion.
H ircular No. 202, 1«4«. Sec. I, Par. 2g.

si
3- Scoring of examinations and enlisted efficiency report*.
4- :>:: •pati,ia;»ft of ccomposite scores to be used in deter nixting
which candidates have fulfillec) all the requirements tor
promotion.
5- The preparation of require! reports ; completion and return
to proper authorities of »J1 processed promotion applications;
and such other matters as r- ay be required to insure that
examinations are properly conducted and results communi-
catee to appropriate authorities.
The composite score, which is the basis for determining eligi-
bility for promotion* is computed by the designated Computing \gency in
accordance with specific instructions from the Army Department. Various
factors of advancement qualification, such as proficiency examination score,
efficiency rating, months of experience in a prerequisite MOS, etc. , are
assigned a certain weight and these weighted scores are added in order to
arrive at a final, numerical composite score. Promotion cut-off scores
for each IV 3 examination are established by the department of the rmy
and announced to the Service. * 5
One other type of examination -- the Basic ilitary Subjects Exami-
nation --is given to all soldiers as a requirement for advancement from pay
grade E-i to k-2. This exsrriaation, which is non-competitive, is designed
to test the soldier's knowledge and proficiency in fundamental military
skills, customs and regulations, and is administered at the end of the b*sic
training period.
~X5
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j romoting ." uthority
. teal action by the designated promoting
authority must be accomplished before actual promotion can be effected.
Under the Career Guidance Program, promoting authorities have been
designated by the Department of the Army in the following manner:
Commanders of the major commands have been given the entire operating
supervision over promotions of enlisted men And women, in their
respective commands. The actual determination of an applicant's
right to be promoted to any of the three highest pay grades, E-5, B-6,
and F-7, the administration of his promotion ex-agination , and the actual
accomplishment of his promotion are prerogatives of the commander of a
major command. The only limitation upon the major commander is the
determination of the number of promotion vacancies in the three highest
pay graces by the Oepartment of the rmy on the bssis of Servicewide
pooling.
Regimental &&A separate battalion commanders have been given
reviewing and endorsement control over promotion in the higher grades, and
final responsibility for vacancy determination and promotions to pay grade
E-4. The company, battery, and troop commanders have been designated
the final promoting authorities for their assigned personnel in respect to
advancement from pay grades x^-2 and £-3. 2-"urther promotion control
has been granted commanders at this level through their assigned responsi-
bility as endorsing authorities on efficiency ratings and promotion applications




Position Vacancies. The final consideration before promotion in
I 1 mi l« II I-
the noncommissioned officer grades is toe presence or absence of a
specific position vacancy in the grace for which the qualified soldier is a
candidate. Under the Career Guidance Program, all vacancies in the
highest three enlisted pay grades are pooled on an -vrmy-wldc basis, m
the determination of the vacancies available, to be filled by promotions,
is raade by the i2epartment of the rmy. For promotion to pay grade i^-4,
position vacancies are determined by the designated promoting authority
in accordance with the established orgam ational structure of bis commar: ••.
Such structures are set forth in the applicable Tables >ani atiou -.
t quipment. or Tables of biatrihution, v^hich indicate by number, grade
and fefOS, the personnel authori.ee for each individual activity, -here
specific position vacancies do not exist within the local command, authority
is granted to effect the promotion of otherwise qualified candidates who have
completed a prescribed period of service in grade longer than that currently
designated for promotion to pay grade L-4 under normal circumstances.
IWUST8D P.*TI1 T
The effect of the Korean War on the rr y enlisted promotion system has
rcular Ho. 202, l'»4S. See. I, P*9. 3«.
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been to cause the suspension of certain portions of the Career Guidance
Program and the introduction of extensive changes in promotion procedure.
On August '-, 1,50, in a message to the entire service, the jutant General
:ed the cancellation of all Career ielo promotion examinations
scheduled to be held after ugust 15, and the suspension of certain other
17
natures of the career and non-career promotion systems. Prior to
this order, competitive promotion examinations had been held in the
Career Fields of Food Service, Armored, Infantry, Artillery (in December
194v and January 1950) and Finance (in August, 1950. ) Career Guidance
promotion procedures in these fields were to be carried out as provided
under previously published directives concerning the Career Guidance
Program . All other enlisted personnel, whether classified as career
or non-career, were to come under the newly established promotion pro-
cedures until further notice. Remaining unintroduced Career Fields will
continue to be introduced together with instructions for converting the
MOO's of non-career field personnel into the authori ed MOS's of these new
fieldt but promotions of all soldiers will follow the path indicated below.
All promotions after September 1, 19! ire to be temporary.
Promotable Status. All candidates for promotion must continue
to be in a promotable status as previously escribed on page
17Army message. TWX, WCL 347C0, TAG. • August 1 50.
8Army message. TW , , TAG, y August 1950. Far. I 1

Service U e 7- egulremeata. Specific periods of time in grade or
time in service no longer are required Imp promotion regardless of pay grade
where local position vacancies ea-ist. For promotion to nay grades K-2, -3,
anc- --4, without regard to l:>col oositir*;-. v: c^acies, prescript- ptfffig oi
time in grade or time in service continue as requirements. No promotions
to the upper three pay grades, regardless of whether or not local position
vacancies eadst, can be made without the specific authori ation of the major
19
commanders, and service time requirements do not apply to such promotions.
Application for Promotion. Because of the suspension of the
competitive, Army-wide promotion examination feature of the Career Guidance
Program, only those standard Application for Advancement forms which #ere
submitted for promotion in Career Fields in which examinations already had
been held were processed through to completion. pplications for promotion
under the present emergency conditions will be made in such form as prescribed
by designated promotion authorities or by higher command echelons.
Qualifying Training. The Army training program, both formal and
informal, as described in the preceding section, is not affected by the establish-
ment of new promotion procedures.
Immediate Jnit Commander's Endorsement. All candidates for
—»»»»———».«» I —————»—»»» m inim—
—
mm.
promotion must continue to be recommended for promotion by their
immediate unit commander; although such recommendation need not be
reduced to writing for the promoting authority.
1 Army message, TWX, ; CL 34700. TAG. 9 ugust 1950. Sec. II.
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iticiency ating. ificiency ratings of promotion candidates
have not been suspended as qualifications for promotion. niiual efficiency
ratings will continue to be rendered on all enlisted persons oi the higher
three pay grades, and on all applicants for promotion to pay grade E-4 and
above.
Intermediate and Final indorsement*. The requirement of en-
dorsement of promotion applications by the intermediate and final
commanders of the candidate will be subject to the directives established by
the promoting authority or the major commander concerned.
'-.or: petiti ve Promotion Examination. * s indicated in the opening
paragraph in this section, all rmy-wide competitive promotion examinations
under the career Guidance Program have been suspended until further notice,
with the exception of those e^waminations previously completed,
promoting Authority. Commanders of regiments or separate or
detached battalions, or any similar separate organi ation for which the grade
of lieutenant colonel is author! . ed as commander, are designated promoting
authorities for promotions to pay grades E-4, E-5, E-6 and £-7.
Commanders of companies or similar type organisations are designated
promoting authorities for promotions to pay grades L-2 and F-3.
Position Vacancies . In roost cases, local position vacancies must
exist before promotions can be made to fill those vacancies. The determina-
tion of local position vacancies is made by designated promoting authorities
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in the following manner. The actual assigned personnel strength, by pay
grade, in the unit* under his command, are subtracted by the promoting
authority from the author i ted pay grade positions established for those
units by the applicable Tables of Organisation or Distribution. The result-
ing pay grade positions constitute the vacancies to which promotions may
be effected. Commanders of major commands are suthori eo by the Depart-
ment of the Army to direct promoting authorities to promote qualifies;
candidates to fill these existing local vacancies. However, in order to
maintain an established, major command-wide ceiling in the higher four
P»y grades, promotions to pay grades L-4 through L-7 have been limited to
2(,Wh of the existing local vacancies. X'romotions to the lower pay grades may
be made by promoting authorities to fill %11 local position vacancies in pay
grades E-2 and £-3. Further provisions are made to promote qualified
candidates to fray graces "-?, . ~3, an: .-4, without regard to local position
21
vacancies provided service time requirements arc fulfilled.
SEU£CTIV£ imi USED IN THE PROMOTION OF SC
PFIV -^IR-ST
__ ^ £ - :'
In the preceding sections the general systems used by the r y in making
promotions of enlisted men under the rareer Guidance Program and under
the present emergency conditions were described. In spite of the temporary




suspension of some of the promotion features of the Career Guidance
Program, the underlying principles employed in the Army's enlisted
personnel administration system are those established under the Career
Guidance Plan. It is reemphasi ed that this is the continuing, long-range
program, the suspended features of which will be reestablished at such
time as the current problems of mobilization, expansion of training,
combat operations and international uncertainty cam be resolved and a
degree of stability can be expected and maintained.
In order to illustrate the specific applications of the Career
Guidance Program under the promotion procedures laid down for introduced
Career Fields prior to the Korean crisis (and which will be resun ed as
permanent features sometime in the future) the path of promotion from
private first class to the noncommissioned officer rank of corporal in a
typical Military Occupational Specialty will be traced.
As indicated in the preceding section, the promotion provisions in
the introduced Career Fields for which competitive examinations had been
scheduled before August 1$, 1950, were not affected by the djutant
22
General s suspension order. Examinations in the Finance Career Field
were held in the early part of that month. The examination for Finance • lerk,
MOS 4624, pay grade E-4, the last career examination administered before
v»i« p. 34.

3the cancellation order went into effect, wis held on August l£, DSC. It
U this MOS which has been selected Cor illustrating the steps to he taken
by the PFC in order to qualify as a corporal under the Career Guidance
Program. Summari ed, the duties of the finance Clerk, I -4, are to
prepare, compute and process pay and allowance accounts of military
personnel, and vouchers; to prepare checks and bonds; and to assist in
preparing and keeping account records and supporting documents.
The PFC candidate for promotion first must be in a promotable
status. This means that he must be carried on the standard morning report
of the unit to which he is assigned for duty in one of the following categories:
1) Present for duty.
2) Present not for duty when sick in quarters.
3) bsent sick.
4) Absent with leave, or
5) Absent on temporary duty or detached service.
Absence without leave or as a result of confinement or arrest; under
charges or sentence of court martial; under restriction as a result of
disciplinary action; or missing, are categories which exclude a candidate
from promotable status. A PFC who ia otherwise eligible for promotion to
corporal may be promoted, at the discretion of the promoting authority,
upon his restoration to promotable status.
A» a requirement for promotion to corporal, the PFC must have
completed a minimum of 9 months' time in pay grade sVI for promotion to
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an existing local vacancy in his specialty. There ia no total service time
requirement lor such a promotion. In order to be promoted when no
specific local position vacancy exists, the PFC must have completed 15
23
months' time in grade, ^r 34 months' total service.
The PFC candidate for promotion must submit, normally no later
than 45 days prior to the scheduled examination date, a standard Application
for Advancement through his immediate unit commander. Information
which the applicant must provide includes bis name, serial number, unit,
permanent grade status, present MOS, date of acquiring present grade, total
months in grade and service* dates of all enlistments, grade and MOS to
which advancement is desired, title of examination required for promotion,
qualifying training completed, date of application and signature. 11 the
information provided by the applicant is subsequently reviewed and verified
by the personnel section which has custody of his service record.
In order to acquire the necessary degree of knowledge and skill for
successful completion of the competitive job proficiency promotion eitami-
nation, the PFC must undergo a period of qualifying training in tie duties of
the MOS for which he is a candidate. At the present time, there is no formal
service school course available at the Army Finance School, St. Louis,
Missouri, in the Finance Career Field at this level. However, a course is
IT Circular No. 22, 1950. Par. 2a(l) and (2) .
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being prepared which, though not a mandatory requirement for promotion,
will be made available to qualified persona in pay grade £-3 who desire
formal training in finance procedures applicable to MCS 4624. In the
absence of a forr^al school course, the candidate for promotion to Finance
erk is obliged to obtain his qualifying training through the means of
on-the-job instruction and self-study.
The preparation and conduct of an informal, on-the-job training
program is a responsibility of the unit commander, in accordance with the
policies set by the Chief of Staff and directed by the Chief, Army Field
Forces. Ln-the-job training, as conducted in the unit, is based on the duties
and qualifications prescribed for the MM in the detailed job descriptions
published for each Career Field. Under the direct supervision of qualified
unit personnel, the candidate for promotion to the MOt of Finance Clerk is
trained in the detailed duties and tasks of MOS 4624. The requirements of
this I • 5 risce$3itate 1 training pffgVMI th >l .All prepare the prospective
Finance Clerk in the detailed functions of enlisted and officers' pay computa-
tion; mileage, per diem, and commercial bills computation; bookkeeping;
check writing, bond issuance and preparation of abstracts; and assistance to
fiscal specialists. The detailed duties and responsibilities of these functions
are presented in Appendix VII.
In addition to becoming able to perform all the detailed duties pre-




(1) The ability to make rapid and accurate arithmetical
computations involving fractions and decimals,
(2) The ability toqperate electric and hand-operated
addreasograph and graphotype equipment, adding
machines, calculating machines and standard typewriter,
(3) Familiarity with Department of the Army fiscal code
and directives governing accounting for receipts and
payments by disbursing officers, and
(4) Familiarity with current manuals, regulations and other
directives pertaining to fiscal and disbursing activities.
As a further means of qualifying himself for successful completion
of the competitive promotion examination, the PFC promotion candidate is
given an opportunity and is encouraged to undertake a program of self-study
in the speciali ed field of his interest. There is available, and will be in
all other Career Fields, a self-study guide for "inance ~lerk. The stated
purpose of the guide is to make available an outline for self- study and
guidance to enable candidates to qualify better for the IsM 4624. The gui^e
is designed to provide additional incentive for self-study and to focus
24 „i
Department of the Army. Special Regulations No. 650-135" *
Career Guidance, Finance Career Field. Washington: 5 Deceiaber 1V49.
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attention upon the fundamentals and principles of fiscal procedures, dis-
bursing, and disbursing accounting necessary for successful completion
of the examination for Finance Clerk. It includes a list of the pertinent
references, exploratory questions and review procedures which, in scope,
are designed to cover the detailed duties set forth in the job description
of the . .
In composition, the study guide consists of 13 topical study units
and a review unit. ach of the study units includes an analysis of the
material covered in the unit, a list of exploratory questions on the study
material, and a list of the references pertaining to the subject matter. By
topic, the 18 study units of the guide are as follows:
Unit 1. Fiscal Code.
Unit 2. Fiscal Accounting at Field Installations.
Unit 3. Operating Agencies and Their Activities.
Unit 4. Cost Accounting at Class I list dilations.
Units. Pay of IMilitary Personnel.
Unit 6. Commercial Bills.
Unit 7. General Provisions, Restrictions and Prohibitions
Governing the Accountable Disbursing Officer.
Unit 8. Acquisition of Public Funds.
Unit?. Schedules of Disbursements and Collections.
Unit 10. Disposition of Public Funds.
Unit 11. Special Deposit Accounts.
Unit 12. Internal Records.
Unit 13. Adjustments.
Unit 14. ccount ""urreat and statement of Depositary
Account and Peport of Checks Drawn.
Unit IS. Secret and Confidential Vouchers and Eeport of Payments.
Unit 16. Agent Officers' Appointment and Responsibilities.
Unit 17. 1 reparation of IOD Form 3.
Unit 18. Travel Uowances. 25
25I>epartment of the *rmy. Pamphlet No. 14-2. Self-Study Guide for Finance
Alerk ( AS 4624). Washington: 27 July 1950. p. 4.

In order to show the organisation and type of content oi the study
unit, the tejtt o* Unit 1 , Fiscal Code is reproduced below.
a. Scope. Develops the required knowledge of the meaning
and application of the terminology and numerical
accounting classifications.
b. Analysis.
Tl ) Construction and usage of expenditure and
expenditure refund accounting classifications.
(2) Construction and usage of appropriation reim-
bursement and receipt account symbols.
c * ^ placatory -, uestionsu
(1) I irft the various types tl appropriations.
(2) List five types of collections and properly code
an example of each type.
(3) Define three types of allotments with the proper
use to which each may be applied.
(4) Define the required elements of any specific
allotment.
(5) Consider the functional aspect of operating agency
codes and field fiscal station numbers.
(6) Can you construct an expenditure classification
(?) Are you familiar with the various receipt account
symbols Can you find them with facility in the
proper regulation
(8) Select disbursement and collection vouchers at
random in your office and verify the correctness of
the accounting classifications quoted thereon by use oi
the proper reference.
<L r eferences.
(1) Introduction to fiscal coding and terminology •
SR 35-210-1.
(2) Operating agency codes -
SE 35-2U-3.
(3) Fiscal station numbers -
SR 35-711 -series.
(4) Special deposit and receipt account symbols -
SP 35-210-5-c
.
(5) Trust funds, transfer appropriations and working funds -
5R 35-210-11-12-15-17-18-19-20.
(6) General and special appropriations -




Other study units are organi ed in a similar manner to cover the
subject material of the particular topic. The questions in the study unit
are not necessarily or similar in type to the questions contained in the
competitive job proficiency promotion examination. Study-guide questions
were designed to make the soldier think in ter -t s of the material to be
covered. A few examples of the type of questions (multiple choice) to be
encountered in the examination are presented. Alter conscientious co
pletion of the work outlined in the study-guide, the soldier should be confident
Of his ability to complete the promotion examination successfully.
The pplication lor Advancement of the FFC candidate for corporal
must be endorsed by the immediate commander of the unit to which the
soldier is assigned or attached. The unit commander, in considering the
basic qualifications of the promotion candidate may endorse the application
as cither approved or disapproved. In cases where disapproval is indicated,
the reason must be included on the application. However, the unit commander
may not stop or delay the promotion application which must be forwarded
immediately for further processing by higher echelons of command.
A special efficiency rating report must be attached to the promotion
application, in accordance with the procedures described in the first section
of this chapter. However, in the case of a candidate for promotion to Finance
Clerk, £-4, if a regular annual or classification efficiency report had been
rendered on the promotion candidate within the 90 days preceding the
submission of the application, that report could be used in lieu of a specially

Iprepared promotion report, -resent directives reduce this exception
Iron- N to 60 days. The efficiency rating report is scored by the
responsible Computing gency in accordance with specific instructions
issued by the ' epartment of the Army. Lach computing agency is provided
with a Universal Conversion Tables kit made up of 700 cards containing
tables for the conversion of raw scores to standard scores. The Depart-
ment indicates the conversion table to be used and the agency computes the
standard score. This score is given a weight as directed by the Department
and becomes an element of the final compositescore of promotion eligibility.
A standard score of 61 on the latest efficiency report was established as
the score below which candidates were ineligible to take the competitive
examination for promotion to Finance Clerk, pay grade E-4.
The next step in the promotion process of the PFC to corporal is
the endorsement of his application by the intermediate command authority.
This endorsement relates to his eligibility as determined by the personnel
office having custody of his service record. Eligibility is based on verifi-
cation of the information provided by the candidate on the application form.
Each qualification item is checked for accuracy by the personnel section, add
the applications of those candidates who are found eligible, whether or not
approved by the immediate unit commander, are so endorsed by the inter-
mediate commander. The applications of ineligible candidates are returned
to the candidate with an explanation of the ineligibility. Those applications
which are endorsed by the intermediate commander as eligible may be further
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undbrae t- in irate his t Tcnce or nonconcurrence with the recommenda-
tions made by the immediate unit corrimander. Comir antlers at echelons
between those of the commander having custody of the candidate)* service
record and the final promoting authority nap require routing of the applica-
tion through them for review and endorsement.
Tbefinal step in the path to advancement, prior to the actual &d- inis-
tration of the promotion examination, is the acceptance or rejection of the
candidate's application by the designated promotion authority. This officer
is required to subject all applications to a careful review and make a final
decision an to which candidates are acceptable for examination. The PFC
whose application for promotion has been endorsed as accepted is considered
to be prepared and qualified in all respects to take the scheduled examination.
In the case of the candidate for promotion to the grade of corporal in the
specialty of Finance Clerk, the last examination was held on August 11, 195G,
at 1300 hours, except where specie! circumstances intervened, throughout
the Army establishment.
Successful completion of the I rmy-wide competitive promotion
examination for Finance Clerk is the climactic qualification step required
of the PFC candidate for promotion to corporal in that specialty. The
examination, as last administered, was hele throughout the Service on the
same day and under standard! ed conditions prescribed by the Army Depart-
ment. Examination stations and officer proctors were detailed by each major
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command to carry out the procedures specifically directed for examining
officials. Upon completion of the examination, it was scorer' by the
appropriate Computing 3ency. Under the prescribed weighting procedure
a final composite score was arrived at which reflected the candidate's
final qualification for promotion in all factors under consideration.
The p ing authority has the responsibility for effecting final
promotions to pay grade K-4 within his command. All vacancies in
4t 24 which e-dst throughout the I \nd are pooled, and promotions are
made to fill those vacancies by successful candidates with nine months'
service in pay grade I -3 in the order they are ranked on the eligibility list.
After all existing vacancies are filled, the candidates next on the eligibility
list who have completed 15 months' service in grade or a total of 34 months 1
time in service are promoted even though no position vacancies remain.
The remaining candidates on the eligibility list who h^vc failed of promotion,
either through the absence of position vacancies or the last of sufficient
service for automatic promotion, r? ay resubmit their Applications for •
vancement and be considered for promotion without re-elamination when
the ne.tt semi-annual promotion period is scheduled. The effect of these
provisions ia that with the highest competitive scores are promoted
first to fill existing vacancies; and those with 15 months' service in grade
or 34 months' total service who have completed successfully the qualification




THE NAVY SYSTEM FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL
THE PROGRAM FOR SELECTION
ANP ADVANCEMENT
POST-WAR RATING STRUCTURE : The Navy system for the advance -
merit of enlisted personnel is bused on the. Post- War Rating Structure
which was placed in effect throughout the naval service oa April 2, 1948.
Charted, this rating structure show s th« normal path of advancement
of the enlisted recruit through one of seven general apprenticeships -
seaman, fireman, constructlonman, airman, hospitalman, dentalman,
and stewardsman - into me of twelve occupational groups. These oc-
cupational groups include the areas of Deck, Ordnance, Electronics,
Precision Equipment, Administrative and Clerical, Miscellaneous,
Engineering and Hull, Construction, Aviation, Medical, Dental and
Steward. Advancement from any of these occupational groups termin-
ates the general apprenticeship phase of the enlisted man's career and
constitutes the acquisition of petty officer status and a rating in one
of 62 specific Job fields . (Appendix V) All job field ratings begin
at pay grade E 4 (Petty Officer, Third Clast>) and subaeqnert pro-
gress is made in that j b field thmgh pay grades E< 5 and E~6 up to pay
Bureau of Naval Personnel. Proceedings of the Personnel Officers '
Conference, 1949. Wauhlngton: 1949. p.
4-

4grade E-7 (Chief Petty Officer.
)
The tern rating a* used in the Navy applies to an occupational
job field which requires, basically, related aptitudes, training, experience,
knowledge and skills. A rating includes pay grades E-4, E-5, E-6 and
*-? only. Advancement in rating is used to express an increase in pay
grade within a rating. The term rate in Navy parlance identifies enlisted
personnel occupationally by pay grade. £ very enlisted pay grade has a
corresponding rate title as well as a grade title. Advancement in rate is
used to express an increase in the lower three pay grades only, however.
For example, the advancement of an airman (pay grade £-3) to the rate
el Aviation Machinist's Mate, Third Class (pay grade - -4) is an advance-
ment in rate. The advancement of the viation Machinist's Mate from third
class to second class (pay grade £-5) is an advancement in rating.
As do the other military services, the Navy employs its own system
of Job classification in order to identify the particular skills within a particu-
lar job field, or rating. Unlike the other two services under consideration,
the assignment of a Navy Job Classification and corresponding code number
does not limit the skill and duty assignment of the sailor. The Navy concept
of job classification is that the sailor must become proficient in all the duties
and tasks prescribed by his particular rating. Having once been rated, the
_
Bureau of Naval Personnel. Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual. (NavPers
157*1). Washington: 1948. <>rt. C-72C2.
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sailor is assigned one or more Navy Job Titles and Codes to identify the
specific skills in which he is most proficient within his rating. The Navy
job classification system lists* codifies and defines approximately 1100
different types of jobs performed by enlisted men and women. Provisions
are made to expand the (2 peacetime ratings into approximately 200 narrower
and more specialised ratings in time of emergency in order to utili e more
effectively the specific civilian skills which become available during periods
of wartime mobili ation. A guiding principle of Navy personnel policy is
that
the key to an effective peacetime naval organi ation is the
broadly trained enlisted person. It must always be
remembered that the job classification identifies a skill.
It does not imply that the skill indicated is the person's
only skill or that he is not capable of learning other skills.
Under no circumstances shall the assigned classification
be considered as restrictive with respect to the assignment
of duties, the performance of assigned duties, or training.
SERVICE- I IDE COMPETITIV INATIONS; The advancement to all
Navy petty officer rates isbased on service-wide competitive examinations.
This policy was announced by the Navy Department in January, 1950, and the
first service-wide competitive examinations for advancement to the petty
officer grades of first, second anc. third class were given in July, 1950.
Prior to the adoption of this policy, only applicants for advancement to Chief
bureau of Naval Personnel. Vianual of .nlisted Navy Job Classifications,
(NavFers 15105 Revised). Washington: November 1949. p. 9.
Department of the Navy. Navy Department Bulletin. Bureau of Naval
Personnel Circular Letter No. 12-5C. askington: 31 January, 1950.
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Petty Officer (Acting Appointment) were required to compete on the basis of
service-wide examinations. The present system of a single, service-wide
competitive examination for advancement to each of the petty officer rates
in specific job fields places all candidates on an equal basis. For example,
a Seaman stationed at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii who wishes to qualify for ad-
vancement to Petty f fficer, Third Class in the specific job field of Gunner's
Mate will take an identical examination to that taken by another Seaman
striking for the same rate in Newport, 'hode Island, and on the same date.
The preparation and grading of these service-wide examinations
are functions of the Naval Examining Center in Norfolk, Virginia. The con-
tent of the examinations is based on the qualifications prescribed for each
specific rating as listed in the Bureau of Personnel Manual of QualificaticaM
for Advancement in Fating' (NavPers 18068). Such examinations deal with
the technical and professional aspects of the 62 specific job fields and are
distinct and separate from the military examinations required of all petty
officer candidates regardless of the job field concerned. This latter type of
examination is more directly related to selection on the basis of military
qualifications, and It will be outftied in a subsequent section.
gWLBTED PATH OF *DVANCEMBNT: Competitive examination is not the
only factor to be considered in the advancement of Navy enlisted personnel.
There are a series of qualification steps which must be completed by the
sailor before he is considered eligible in all respects to assume the duties
and responsibilities of the ne*t higher rate in the job field of his choice. The
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entire path to advancemcit involves sue .ssful qualification in ail »f the
iHtltl indicated bei *w, Before an enlisted person may be advanced in
rate or rating he must have met the f llowing requirement*.
Require
m
eats as t ^ length of service, a definite peri d of
time in pay grade is required for each advancement. These periods
are set at the minimum all watl ti e in which it is considered that
the vast majority af men eaa gain sufficient experience and training
umile in their present grade bef . re assuming the duties and responsi
bilities f the next higher grade. However, these service requirements
are lengthened or shortened t meet the practical needs of the service.
la time of peace, service requirements are longer than in time of em-
ergency, mobilisation, expansion, I WtOf* m addition to the require
moots for specific periods of service in grade, certain periods of sea
duty may he required for eligibility for advancement to particular
grades.
Requirements as to perf rmanee marks. Navy personnel pol
icy requires that all enlisted persons (with a few exceptions) he assigned
5
quarterly marks reflecting their performance of duty. The assignment
of marks is on important duty A the responsible officers and is perform-
•4 at the division &v departmt nt level, after c nsaltation with Junior
officers, warrant officers, chief petty officers, and pert • fficers under
$
Bureau A Naval Pers nnel Manual. Art. C-7S21
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whom the Individual concerned works. All marks are subject to the
approval of theexecutive officer, acting for the commanding officer of
the unit. Subjects for which marks are assigned include:
(a) Proficiency In Rate, required for all personnel except
recruit trainees, students under instruction, transient personnel and
naval hospital patients. Proficiency in rate is the summation of the
various elements that go to make up the service character of an enlist
ed person, and the mark assigned is intended to be sufficient in itself
to denote a person's ability, habits and character: it indicates the
individual's value to the service in his particular job field.
(b) Seamanship, required for all personnel of all rates in
the occupational groups of Deck and Ordnance. Persons in other occu-
pational fields may be assigned marks in seamanship under appropri-
ate circumstances when their duties have been such as to require a
knowledge and ability in this funct ion.
(c) Mechanical Ability, required for all personnel of all
rates in the occupational groups of Ordnance, Electronics, Precision
Equipment, Engineering and Hull, Construction and Aviation. Persons
in other occupational fields may be assigned marks in mechanical
ability when appropriate.
(d) Leadership, required for all personnel in pay grade E 4




(e) Conduct, required f r all personnel of all rates and pay
grades. The Navy grading system is standardised throughout the ser-
ice and is based >n a graduated point -decimal system ranging from 1.0
to 4. . The highest grade attainable is 4. and a mark of 2. § is the
minimum acceptable passing grade. In assigning a mark in conduct,
any grade below 4. must be accompanied by a written entry in the in
dividuals*s service record explaining the reason for the imperfect mark
assigned.
Satisfactory completion of a Navy training course . Where a
prescribed course is available for the rate to which the candidate is
being prepared, satisfactory completion is required as a q ualificathm
factor for advancement. Official Navy training courses exist for most
enlisted rates and ratings. Currently, many oi the training courses now
in distribution arc being revised and reissued to fit the standard qualifi-
cations prescribed for each rating. These courses are published by the
Bureau of Naval Personnel and are of two types. Bating courses con-
tain subject matter based on the knowledge and skills required for advance
mast to specific rate, an example of which is the course book entitled
Yeoman 2C (NavPers 10403). Subject area courses contain subject
matter based on the knowledge and skills which are required by more
than one rate or rating. An example of this type of course book is
"Use of Blueprints (NavPers 10621). These courses are in the form of
self- study manuals and include textual information, illustrations and
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diagrams, and objective type examinations on each phase of the course,
which must be completed and passed satisfactorily by the trainee.
Supervision of the stud> and examination in training courses is the respons
ibility of a designated officer of each command. A record tf satisfactory
completion >f each training course le made by entry in the individual's
service record. When no training course exists for a particular rating,
it is recommended that the best available substitute be completed. In
order to assist in complementing the Navy training course system, the
United States Armed F >rces Institute has compiled a classification
of USAFI courses in accordance with their application to the require-
ments of the 62 Navy ratings. This classification has been given wide
distribution by the Bureau of Naval Personnel to assist candidates for
advancement in preparing themselves for competitive examination in
rates for which no compulsory training course has been published.
The preparation and publication of Navy training courses covering job
fields not presently or adequately covered continues and will continue
insofar as is practical.
Satisfactory completion oi a course of instruction at a service
school , when such is required for a specified rate. Not all
candidates for advancement in rate are required to attend a service
school. From time to time, it is considered that existing school courses
Proceedings of the Personnel Officers' Conference, 1949. p. 79
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should be completed for certain rates prior to becoming eligible for
advancement to those rates. Current lists of required schools for
certain job fields are promulgated to the service by the Bureau of
Naval Personnel, with adequate advance notice before new school re-
quirements are added. Navy service schools are designed and main
tained to assist the forces afloat by giving instruction and training a -
shore when, because of the time involved and the uaauUabUity of fac ~
Uitics, fleet units are unable to provide adequate training.
There are four classes of service schools: Class P schools
which are designed to conduct training at a preparatory or basic
level, an example of which is the Aviation Fundamentals School; Class
A schools, which are designed to conduct training in the ground work
and technical qualifications required for petty officer, third and second
class in general service ratings, an example of which is the Commissary-
man School; Class B schools which are designed to prmpmrm enlisted
personnel in the technical qualifications for the higher petty officer
rates, an example of which is the Electronics Technician School; and
Class C schools which are designed to train enlisted personnel in
particular qualifications t§ skills which do not Cover the full require-
ments for a general service rating an example of which is the Dental
Repair school. Is addition are the functional training schools for both
officer and enlisted personnel designed to conduct training in various
specialised auxiliary functions not peculiar to any specific rate. An
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example of this type of school is the Fire Fighting School. Personnel
selected for assignment to service schools must be properly qualified,
in accordance with specific selection requirements established by the
Chief of Naval Personnel in current manuals and directives.
Ouallfication in the practical factors for the rate for which
a candidate. Practical factors are defined ss:
. ,
.those qualifications which are best determined by
observation of the candidate In situations that require
a demonstration of his knowledge, skill, and ability
under actual or simulated working conditions. 7
Practical factors are of two categories: military requirements which
are prescribed for all enlisted men of the Navy, and professional re-
quirements which are prescribed for qualification and specific rates.
Through them, every enlisted man is required to demonstrate prac -
tical ability in the military and nautical skills required of a sailor
and in the technical and professional skills prescribed in his occupa-
tional group or job field. Specific military practical factors are pre-
scribed for each pay grade, c unification in such practical factors
includes demonstrations by the candidate in Leadership, Division
Duties, Training, Infantry Drill, Sentry Duty, Calls and Signals,
Recognit ion. Small Arms, Knots and Splices, Compass, Boats, First
Aid, Sound-Powered Telephones, Breathing Apparatus, and Swimming
7
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating, p. iv.

and Life Saving. Soma exceptions are made for particular ratings.
For instance, *U al« yeomen are required to demonstrate ability
In ail if the factors listed above except Signalling, Compass and &oar
Handling. 3 Professional practical factors have to do with the tefll*t
equipment, weapons, methods, and procedures used in the occupation-
al group or j-b field in which the candidate is seeking advancement.
Practical factors are nun -competitive and no relative or
absolute .nark is assigned, but properly utilised, they indicate definite
ly Whether v | t the candidate can perform the required tasks. In
order to bee me eligible for advancement to the next higher grade the
prescribed practical factors must be completed to the satisfaction of
a responsible superior officer, satisfactory qualification in practical
factors, including the completion of a related training course, i*
acknowledged by written certification of the commanning officer.
Recommendation by commanding officer . Prior to becoming
eligible for advancement in rate or rating, an individual is required to
be recommended for a higher rate by his commanding officer, in soak-
ing his recommendation, the commanding officer takes into consider-
ation the recommendations of the officers and senior petty officers who
have been in positions of direct observation and supervision of the per-
formance of duty of the candidate, and wh •> can vouch that the individual
Bureau of Naval Personnel. General Training Course for Petty
Officers. Part I. NavPeretlO^T-A). Washington: 1950. pp~. 55-8.
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concerned is capable of performing the duties and responsibilities of the
next higher rate. Regardless of having met all other eligibility re-
quirements, if the commanding officer deems the candidate not capable
of performing higher duties, in spite of his ability to complete success-
fully the military and professional examinations, the candidate is not
recommended for advancement until such time as he has demonstrated
the aptitides and ability for assumption of higher duties and responsi-
bilities.
Satisfactorily passing an examination m the subject Mil -
itary Requirements for All Enlisted Personnel in the Navy. Comple-
tion ofthis examination is required in every instance of advancement in
rate or rating, regardless of the occupational group or job field of the
candidate. Factors covered in this type of examination include the
headings of General Information (concerning the Navy
,
) Military Eti-
quette, Seamanship, Safety Precautions, Damage Control and Fire
Fighting, Chemical Warfare, Mathematics, Special Duties, Training
and Selction, Security and Accountability, and Aviation. The exam*
inations are written and administered in accordance with rigid stand -
ardiaed controls established by the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
Satisfactorily passing a professional examination for the
rate involved . Professional examinations exist for all grades within
each of the 62 job fields and are patterned to cover the specific tech-
nical and professional aspects >f the rate for wttch the enlisted person
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it a candidate. The items included in a typical professional examin
ation are presented in Appendix IX. The administration a! profession
al exatr inati ns is similar to the procedures established for military
examinations.
ADVANCEMENT PROCEDURES: Successful completion of theabove
qualification steps does not constitute per se authorization for the ad-
vancement of the individual enlisted person to a rate or rating. There
are several procedural systems, one or more of which have to be
followed before advancement can be effected. N > advancement can be
made except by or through the authority of the Chief of Naval Personnel.
Individual commanding officers arc delegated authority to effect ad-
vancements in rate or rating of qualified enlisted personnel by the
following means:
(a) Commanding officers are authorized to make advancements
from rates in pay grade El to rates in pay grade E-2, and from pay
grade E-2 rates to pay grade E 3 rates in accordance with provisions
contained in the Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual and other specific
instructions as published.
(b) Commanding officers are authorized to make advance
ments in rate or rating in certain individual cases when specifically
approved and directed by the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Advancement
under this system is considered unusual and is only employed when
the peculiar circumstances of the individual case are deemed suffic

lent to warrant an exception to the normal procedure*.
(c) The Chief of Naval Personnel may assign to specific ad-
ministrative or organizational commands advancement quotas for
qualified personnel. Under this system, area commanders hold com-
petitive examinations within their areas and authorise advancement of
the best qualified personnel within the limits of the quota assigned.
Prior to the adoption of the policy of service -wide competitive exam-
ination of petty officer candidates in July 1950, this system was widely
used throughout the Navy. Its inherent weakness was that it provided
no common standard of performance of duty of all personnel who earn*
ad promotion thereby. Under the current advancement policy this
system has been virtually abandoned.
(d) Advancements may be made from eligibility lists of
qualified personnel resulting from competitive service-wide exaxr.
inetions. These eligibility lists are maintained in the Bureau of Naval
Personnel in the case of personnel qualified for advancement in rating
to pay grade £ 7, and by the Naval Examining Center in the case of
personnel qualified for advancement in rate or rating to pay grades
£4, £ 5, and E 6. Advancements in rating t > pay grade E-7 are
affected only on authority of the Chief of Naval Personnel and in accord-
ance with the instructions transmitted with his authority. Advancements
in rate or rating to pay grades £-4, JS-5 and E 6 are effected by com*




Center, within the quotas established.
The relative positions on the eligibility lists are established
by multiples which are arrived at by assigning various weights to the
qualification factors indicated above. The lineal position of any ladiv
idual on the eligibility list indicates his relative priority for advance
meat when vacancies occur and numerical advancement quotas are
authorised.
(e) The Personnel Allocation Plan
,
periodically prepared
by the Chief of Naval Personal, has a direct effect on the number of
enlisted personnel who may be advanced In any given pay grade. B sed
on the Tentative Basic Naval Establishment Plan which Is evolved from
the Mission of the Navy as determined by the J int Chiefs of staff
,
the Secretary of Defense, and the President, the allocation plan lists
•vary activity in Ihe Navy by functional groups and indicates the total
number of enlisted men allowed each activity. The sum total of per
sotmel allowed each activity is equal to the authorized personnel strength of
the entire Naval Establishment. The next step in the plan is the develop-
ment of the pay grade structure within the limits of the total numerical
personnel allowance. The Bureau at Naval Personnel has determined
the optimum percentage breakdown for each pay grade as follows:
E 7 10*. E 6 14%, E-5 17%, E~4 19%. E 3 10%, and £ 2 20%. It should
9
Bureau of Naval Personnel Circular Letter No. 12- SO. Par. 7c.
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be noted that all assignment* of numbers and percentages in the Per
soxmel Allocation Plan are subject to the approval of and/or revision
10
by the Secretary of Defense.
In effect, then* the Personnel Allocation Plan establishes
the complement for each activity in the Navy and the numerical allow-
ances of enlisted personnel within each pay grade. With these limita-
tions as a framework within which to plan, and with the recommenda-
tions of the various bureaus >f the Naval Establishment as to their es-
timated needs for various ratings, the Bureau of Naval Personnel pro
cceds to assign the numerical allowances for each occupational group
and job field ratings by pay grades. In the final analysis, it is these
numerical allowances for each rate and fating which determine the
number of advancements of eligible candidates, depending on the
vacancies that occur. In order for the airman at the top of the elig-
ibility list to be advanced to aviation machinist's mate, third class,
there must be a specific vacancy in the Navy-wide allowance for that
rate before authroity is given for his advancement.
SELECTIVE CRITERIA VISED Pi THE ADVANCEMENT OF
NGN RATED PERSONNEL TO PETTY OFFICER, THIRD
CLASS
In the preceding section the general system used by the Navy
Proceedings of the Personnel officers 1 Conference, 1949. pp. 10-13,
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la making * dvancements in rate or rating was described. As the em-
phasis in this discussion Is focused on the petty officer, third class,
a typical job field will be selected in order to trace the specific appll
cations of the advancement system to a particular grade and rating. For
the purpose of illustration, the rate of Aviation Machinist's Mate, Third
Class ( abbreviated as AD 3), has been selected. The official defini-
tion of the scope of the aviation machinist's mate rating states that,
aviation machinist's mates maintain, repair, test,
inspect adjust, and install aircraft engines (recipro
eating and turbin^ and accessories , Including pro
pellors, carburetors, pumps* oil coolers, and associ-
ated equipment. Operate engines and auxiliary power
plants for operational and test purposes as may be
appropriate. ll
As all third class petty officer rates fell within pay grade £-4,
and the occupational group basic to advancement in the aviation job
field is composed of airmen la pay grade E-3, the typical petty officer
candidate la this section will be referred to as the airman.
The first step in advancement required of the airman Is the
completion of six months naval service in his present grade. There Is
no sea duty period required for advancement to pay grade E 4 in any
12
field.
Performance marks are required for the airman in the areas
11
HftiHrtf of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating, p. IX -1
12




of Proficiency la Rate, and Conduct. In order to be qualified for ad
v—cement the airman meet neve received no mark in Proficiency in
Rate leee than 2. S for the preceding six months and a mark of not ieee
13
than 3. 5 for the quarter preceding advancement. Standardised
grading definitions of these marks describe 2.5 as barely satisfactory
to perform duties of rate, and 3. 5 as competent and qualified in ail
duties >f rate; has qualities sufficient to justify advancement, " Conduct
marks are required to be noneless than 3, for preceding six months
and an average of not less than 3. 5 tor six months preceding advance-
went. Standardised grading definitions of these marks deecribe 3,
as" satisfactory; no repeated leave breaking; not more than one offense
in sobriety, ' and 3. 5 as no leave breaking; minor offenses only; not
14
re than one offense in sobriety. " There are no performance
marks required for the advancement of airmen in the areas of Sea-
manship, Mechanical Ability, and Leadership.
ft is mandatory that all airman candidates for advancement
In rate to AD 3 complete the following Navy training courses:
Aircraft Engines (NavPers 10334).
Aircraft Fuel Systems (NavPers 10333)
Aircraft Propellers (NavPers 10336).
General Training Course for Petty officers. Part I
(Nav Pers 10602-A).
13
Bureau of Naval Personnel Circular Letter N . 12 -30. Enclosure (A)
14
Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual. Art. C-7821.
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Satisfactory completion of the supplementary information contained in
the following Navy publications is also required:
^shipboard Training Manual (NavPers 90110).
Landing Force Manual
The Bluejackets Manual, 1946 (U. . Naval Institute).
General Training Course for N6n~ Rated Men (NavPers
10601).
There are other subject area courses, completion of which is net
required of the AD 3 candidate, but utilisation of which is urged in
order that the full benefit of instructional guides is obtained. Such
supplementary courses include:
Introduction to Airplanes (NavPers 10301).
Blueprint Reading and layout Work(NavPers 10305).
Hand Tools (NavPers 10306).
Mathematics, Volumes I and B (NavPers 10069 and 10070).
Airplane Structures (NavPers 10331).
15
Aircraft Instruments (NavPers 10333).
Attendance at and completion of a service school course is
not currently required as a qualification for advancement to the AD 3
rate. A formal training course designed to fulfill the technical require
15
Department of the Navy. Navy Department Buletin. Bureau of




meats for Aviation Machinist. Third Class, is offered at the Class A
school at the Naval Air Technical Training Center, Memphis, Tenn-
essee, for candidates who can meet the qualifications prescribed for
16
selection.
In lieu of the completion of a formal service school course,
the candidate for advancement to AD 3 is provided with on-the-job
training in the duties and tasks of his rating by the activity to which
he is assigned for duty. Responsibility for the training of subordinates
is a fun ction of command at all echelons, and each organized unit
of the Navy is required to establish a training program which will in
dude on the job instruction and supervision in the skills required
by the practical factors and examination subjects prescribed for each
rating. Extensive instructions for establishing such a program are
published to the Service by the Bureau of Naval Personnel in the
manual entitled Education and Training , (NavPers 1DS27). The
military and professional practical factors and examination subjects
prescribed for advancement to AD 3 are presented in detail in Appendices
Vm and IX respectively. Demonstration of the prescribed practical
factors to the satisfaction of a qualified enlisted supervisor or responsible
officer must be performed by the airman candidate for advancement.
Chief oi Naval Air Technical Training. Bulletin of the Naval
Air Technical Training Command. Memphis: January 1931. p. A-6.
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like all other candidates for advancement in rata or rating,
the airman must have the recommendation of his commanding officer
that he is considered in all respects capable and qualified to perform
all the duties and responsibilities of the next higher rate. Irrespec-
tive of his qualification in the other factors of advancement, if the
commanding officer does not consider the airman competent to assume
the status of a petty officer in the aviation mechanic rating, advance-
ment will not be effected until complete qualification is considered
achieved.
The airman candidate for advancement to the rate of AO 3 is
required to pass satisfactorily a service-wide written competitive
examination in the military and professional aspects of the job field
rating of Aviation Machinists* Mate, pay grade E-4. The first such
examination was held in July 1950, followed by the second, semi-annual
examination in January 1951. These examinations are centrally graded
by the Naval Examining Center, Norfolk, Virginia.
Having completed satisfactorily the above steps toward
eligibility for advancement in rate, the airman candidate will be placed
oa the eligibility list for advancement to aviation machinist's mate,
third class, in accordance with the multiple derived from the sum of





each factor bears an assigned weight which, added together, make up the
final multiple and determine the eligibility priority of the individual can-
didate in ompetiti m. with all the other candidates for advancement to
the same rate and rating, in the case of the AD I candidate, the eligi-
bility list U maintained by the Naval F.aamialag Center. As vacancies
occur in the allowance for the rate concerned, the Naval Examining
Center will transmit authority to the commanding officers of the can
didates highest on the eligibility list to effect advancement in rate of
those candidates specifically named.

CHAPTER IV
THE AIR FORCE SYSTEM FOR THE PROMOTION
OF
ENUSTED PERSONNEL
THE PROGRAM FOR SELECTION AND PROMOTION
AIRMAN CAREER PROGRAM: The Air Fore* system for promotion
of enlisted personnel is based on the Airmen Career Program -which
is in a transitional period of conversion from the former system in-
herited from the Army, Final impletnentetion date was set for 31
December 1950 and complete conversion throughout the service has
been almost entirely accomplished. The basic substance of the
program is the grouping of all Air Force occupations into 42 Airman
Career Fields (Appendix VI)* each of which is made up ot function-
ally related, specialized occupations requiring similar skills and op*
erations, Such specialised occupations, of which there are more
than 400, are known as Air Force Specialties (AFS) a term analagous
to the Army's Military Occupational Specialties. Each Air Force
i
Department of the Air Force. Air Force letter No. 35*360.




Specialty has a corresponding code number (AFSC).
Every career ileid hat a progression chart showing the in
tegral Air Force Specialties and the path of advancement from a lower
to a higher AFS within that field. Some career fields have subdivisions,
or separate branches, of specialties through which the airman may
progress. Through the application of a system of aptitude tests, known
as the Airman Classification Test Battery, the basic airman's poten
tlal abilities and interests are determined and he is guided into one of
several career fields in which future success is predicted by thetest
scores. Initially rated as "Unskilled , the Airman must attain the
rating of 'Semi skilled before he can acquire the aoa commissioned
officer status of Corporal (pay grade S-3 in the Air Force) and a
further rating of Skilled before advancing to oergeant (pav grade
£-4). Subsequent progress in the career field Is made through pay
grades £ 5 and E-6 up to the 'Supervisor' rating of Master Sergeant
(pay grade E 7). With each change is pay grade number and title there
Is a change in AFS code number and title. There Is some overlap in
skill level rating between pay grades as will be explained later in the
discussion. It should be noted that the Airman Career Program in
eludes progression to the warrant officer grades, but consideration
of these grades is beyond the scope of this thesis.
2
AFR 39-3S. See. 1, Par 13 g and 13 h.
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PECEMTRAU2ATI>N OF P&QMOTINC AUTHORITY: A distinctive
h i i i in i i i ' ——
-
ii ii mi.———mii——
feature of the enlisted promotion system of the Air Force is the dele-
gation of the authority to administer promotion procedures to major
and subordinate commanders by Headquarters, U. S. Air Force.
General policies and some specific policies are determined at the
Headquarters level, and promulgated to the service by means of Air
Faroe Regulations, Letters, and other published directives. Implemen-
tation of these directives, and compliance with the specific provisions
therein, is a function of the major air commends which, in tarn,
may issue further consistent directives and delegate the administra-
selectlng candidates for advancement, to subordinate commands.
Authority to promote airman to pay grades £-2 and £-3 may be dele-
gated by the major air commands as far down as the squadron comman-
der level, while delegation of authority to promote airmen to pay grade
£•4 and above is limited to the level at commanders of air groups
or comparable organizations.
The Department of the Air Force, in establishing its new
promotion policy, has set up various general qualifications which
must be met by all candidates for advancement, and other specific
qualifications pertaining to the particular Air Force Specialty for which
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the airman is a candidate. These specific qualifications are set forth
in the Airman Career Field and Air Force Specialty descriptions which
are published to the service in the form of serially numbered regula-
tteas. Each of the 42 career fields is covered by a separate regula-
tion, but all are prepared according to a standard form and contain
similar information. Information contained in the career field
descriptions includes such items as: the title and scope of the field;
the administrative uses of the data presented; a listing of the Air Force
Specialty titles and code numbers in the field; a graphic chart of all
subdivisions of the field; and, for each Ai 3 in the field rated as
"Skilled 1 or higher, a job summary, the description of duties , ta&ks,
supervision and control exercised, job requirements, job progression;
and a list of basic career courses available for study. As the funda-
mental means of planning the administration at training, examining,
and selecting candidates for promotion, these Airman Career Field
and AFS descriptions will be referred to in greater detail in subse-
quent sections.
ENUSTED PATH OF ADVANCEMENT: The Air Force has prescribed
»~—— I.. i i '
certain qualification factors which must be completed by the airman
before he is considered eligible to assume the duties of the next higher
Air Force Specialty in his career field. In order to attain qualification
in some of these factors provision has been made, through two systems
of teaming, formal and informal, for the airman to prepare himself to
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the skill requirements for promotion to a higher AF5. The essence
of the Air Force program for advancement is that the individual air-
man* by availing himself of the opportunities and means provided* and
with the training and guidance of qualified supervisors and officers,
will develop a sufficent degree of competency In his field to permit
him to demonstrate his qualification for promotion to a higher special-
ty grade. The requirements for promotion* not sildf which are man*
datory. Include: prescribed periods of time -In grade, minimum
OCT scores, up-grading in skill level, completion of a formal train
tag school course, completion of an Informal training course, dem-
onstration of competency In the AFS for which he is a candidate,
screening by a local promotion board, and recommendation for pro*
motion by the candidate's commanding officer. Each of these factors
and their means of attainment will be discussed la turn.
Requirements for time -in-grade . Minimum periods are
prescribed for time to be spent la each grade before the airman is
considered eligible for promotion. 4 The periods prescribed increase
la length with the progression from lower to higher pay grades In order
to afford the airman sufficient time to gain toe necessary experience
•ad training In his specialty before proceeding to the next higher level.
Advancement can be made only one grade at a time. However, mln
Ibid. Sec. I, Par. 13 t.
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imum tirre in grade requirements can be eliminated, shortened or length-
ened to meet current needs el the service depending upon the effects of
peace, emergency, mobilization, expansion or war.
Requirements as to General Classification Test scores .
Each Air Force Specialty contains as part of its description the require-
ment that General Classification Test scores (or the equivalent) of can-
didates for advancement meet certain prescribed minimum* (set at the
lowest intelligence level indicative of success in any particular AFS),
in order to qualify for promotion. These minimum score requirements
vary with the degree of skill and knowledge required in the various spec -
ialties. The Air Force is currently replacing the Army OCT with the
Airman Qualifying Examination (AOE) which can be scored in the same
manner as the CCT The AQE was developed by the Air Training Com-
mand Research and Development Program with the view of establish
lag a more accurate measuring instrument of the criteria of job success
in the abilities required by the various Air Force Specialties. The
ultimate accuracy and predictive value of the A©E will be determined
by analysis of the data which will result from wide usage on large numbers
5
of airmen.
Requirements as to Skill Level. In order to qualify for promotion to
5
Department of the Air Force. Air Force Regulation No. 35-395 .
Washington: 16 August 1950, and Air i:raining Command Research
and Development Program. Research Bulletin 48-5. Barksdale Air
Force Base, Louisiana: 15 November 1948.
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the next higher grade the airman must be rated by a Classification
Board at the skill level prescribed for that grade in the particular
career field in which he is a candidate for specialty advancement. The
Air Force employs its own system of personnel classification as a means
of identifying aceureately the abilities of its enlisted personnel based on
data concerning aptitudes, training, experience and interests. The en-
listed classification system is a vital factor in the Airman Career pro
gram and is used extensively in determining those qualified for promo
tion. The basic elements of the Air Force enlisted classification system
are presented below.
There are four levels of skill which correspond to the
enlisted pay grades in the following manner:
Supervisor (or Technician) Pay grades E~7, £ 6
Skilled Pay grades E-5.E 4, E-3
Semi skilled Pay grades E 5,E 4,£ -3
Unskilled Pay grades 11,11
The rating of ' upervis >r indicates the highest skill qualification in
the technical aspects of a particular Air Force Specialty and the ability
to exercise a high degree of supervision over the work of others in the
career field or its subdivision. A Skilled rating indicates full
qualification for performance in the duties and tasks outlined in a partic
ular AFS and a "Semi Skilled " rating indicates partial qualification
Department of the Air Face . Air Force Regulation N .... 35 370 ,
Washington: 6 June 1950. Par. 5c
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in those duties and tasks. No job descriptions are e/ritten for semi-
skilled Air Force Specialties, as the difference between skilled and semi
skilled is primarily one of degree A proficiency. A semi skilled person
may be proficient in only a portion A the duties and tasks required by
the AFS. This accounts for the overlap of skill level ratings in pay grades
E 5, E-3 and E 4. However, It should be noted that all promotions to pay
grade £ 4 and above require that the candidate be rated as 'Skilled' in
an AFS. The unskilled rating applies to airmen in the lower two pay
grades who are further classified as either helpers, (those given entry*'
assignments to on -the job training in a broad occupational area. ), or
basic airmen, (those who are not yet assigned to a job or to on the -job
training in any area).
Another feature of the Personnel Classification System
is the use of five -digit code numbers (AFSC) to identify Air Force
Specialties. Properly interpreted, the AFSC provides the identification
of the broad occupational area of which the career field is a part,
(the first digit); the particular career field within the occupational area,
(the first two digits in combination); the subdivision within the career
field, (the third digit); the skill level of the AFS, (the fourth digit); and
the Air Force Specialty itself, (the combination of all five digits). For
example, one AFS bears the code number 43151. Broken down, this
AFSC provides the following information:
7
AFR 39 30. S«c. I. Par. 13 h,
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First digit (4) Occupational area of mechan
leal equipment maintenance
First two digits (4 3) Career field of aircraft and
engine maintenance
Third digit (1) Aircraft maintenance subdivision
Fourth digit (5) SkUl level rating of Skilled .
Five digits (43151 AFS of Senior Aircraft Mechanic.
The administration of the Personnel Classification System Is
the responsibility of specially trained classification experts, both
enlisted and officer, at all levels of command. The determination
of skill level ratings Is a function of the Personnel Classification
Boards of designated officers which are established at the Wing level.
These boards review and act on the qualification and proficiency records
of individual airmen recommended for up grading by their work unit;
and make recommendations pertaining to classification problems to
higher echelons of command.
Requirement s as to formal training . Formal training in
the Air Force consists of organized courses of instruction authorized
by Headquarters, USAF, and conducted by a school established for
that particular training purpose. The formal training of enlisted per
sonnel Is undertaken by the Air Force Technical Training Schools.
Completion of courses offered by theTechnical Training Schools Is not
mandatory for promotion to a higher grade, but formalised training Is
considered to be highly desirable when available and maximum practicable
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usage at all times is directed by- regulation.
A list of the courses available to Air Force personnel,
with a brief description, specific prerequisite qualifications, and
other data pertinent to each course is contained in a publication pre
pared by the Air Training Command entitled. Training Pospectus
for United States Air Force Personnel. ' General prerequisite qual
ificatioas for airmen prescribe a minimum of 18 months active service
remaining in the current enlistment upon completion of a basic course,
and, in the case of advanced courses, sufficient remaining service to
complete the course. Specific prerequisites are established for each
course and include such items as aminimum GCT or AOE scores,
a
certain aptitude indices, possession of a prescribed AFSC, and in
the case of advanced courses, graduation from a related basic course.
Airmen possessing the required qualifications may make application
for formal training and are ordered to school in accordance with the
facilities available and the needs of the service.
in snost cases, successful completion of a formal course
of instruction results in a higher AFSC classification upon graduating
and greatly enhances the candidate's eligibility for promotion. However,
Department of the Air Force. Air Force Regulation No. 50-23 .
Washington: 5 January 1950. Par. 3
^Derived from the Airman Classification Test Battery. (AFR No.
33-390.

graduation from a Technical Training School course does not, per sc,
guarantee promotion.
Requirements as to informal training. Informal training
encompasses all training measures available to the airma n other
than the formal training offered by the Technical Training Schools
described above, Informal training consists, for the most part, of
on-the-job teaming, self-study courses offered by the U. S. Armed
Forces institute (USAFI) and cooperating colleges and universities,
and the various training materials, aids, mobile units, and devices
made available by the Air Force. Through positive participation and
progress in the informal training program the airman is able to meet
most all of the requirements prescribed for promotion to a higher
Air Force Specialty.
The most important phase of the informal training system
is on-the-job training. By definition, on-the-job training is "that
instruction given in a unit to an individual while on a specific assign
meat, other than as a formal student, (in order) that his present
and future job efficiency (may be) enhanced. " On-the-job training
is an essential supplement to the established normal training system,
and properly administered, provides:
a. Training necessary to augment formal specialty
training to develop sufficient competency that personnel
so trained may be appropriately classified as skilled in
that AFS.
b. Training for which formalised coursee exist but which
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can not be utilized due to limitations imposed by
unit mission, capacities of formal training agencies,
or budgetary considerations.
c. Training in those specialties for which there are
no formalized courses of instruction.
d. Training to meet training requirements that may
be peculiar to specific units. II
On-the-job training is the responsibility of Air Force commanders at
all levels and is based upon the Air Force Specialty descriptions
contained in the published Airman Career directives. In setting up
the administration of the training programs, the skills to be taught
are extracted iron, the duties and tasks sections of the pertinent
AFS descriptions and the program is patterned to accomplish these
i. Each administrative commander uses the AFS descriptions
to establish for his command individual training standards, inspec-
tion and efficiency evaluation guides, and classification criteria.
To improve the effectiveness of on the job training
programs, the Air Training Command has training specialists whose
duty it is to visit the units of hnajor air commands, upon request, and
render technical assistance in support of the local program. The Air
Training Command has facilities for advising on training methods and
procedures, aids and materials, and all commands are directed to
make maximum use of these facilities in order to enhance the effec
tiveness of their training programs and to provide a medium of standard
ligation sjf the material content of unit training programs. As a further
10




of achieving standardization, training officers >f major air
commands are directed to make periodic visits to other commands
In order that >n the job training programs may benefit from the
resultant interchange of ideas.
A system of records and tests is an integral part of on
the job training. Each unit is required to maintain records to in
dicate the scope of thetraining program, and the measurement of
the progress of the Individual trainee. The progressive development
of proficiency of the individual trainees is measured by the appli
cation of tests oral, written or both and demonstrations of
job performance.
As the individual airman advances through the training
program to a point where his level si c mpetency in his duties in
dicates that he is qualified faff up grading, a substantiating recom
mendation is made by his work unit to the cognisant classification
board. Each individual recommendation is weighed on its merits by
the board, and if found justified, a higher skill level rating is assign
ed to the airman. An up grading in skill level is indicative of the
trainee's qualification for promotion to a higher AFS insofar as job
proficiency requirements are concerned.
As a means of facilitating qualification of the airman for
promoti >n, the Air Force encourages the successful completion of
certain pertinent self study courses, (known as basic career courses).
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which are available te all enlisted man. Two correspondence course
arrangements covering more than 400 subjects make it practicable and
convenient lor all airmen to study and improve their knowledge in their
own particular career field and specialty. Enrollment in such courses
is not mandatory but thestated policy of the Air Force recognises that,
successful completion of basic career courses will im
prove the airman's professional qualifications in his
career field and provide general educational background
for attendance at service schools. Successful completion
of courses will not guarantee promotion but will be con
sidered in determining eligibility for promotion. 12
Up to the present time the Air Force has not developed or
published its own series »f self study training manuals to any sig
nificant degree, and relies almost entirely for this type of training
material from other sources. The principal sources used to provide
self study material are the United States Armed Forces Institute and
various colleges and universities which cooperate in military education
by offering certain courses through USAFI. Lists of selected courses
from these tw > sources have been compiled and promulgated to the
I*
service. The compilation includes all courses pertinent to each
career field in an upward progression of significance by skill level, and
indicates which are considered essential within each level.
In order to encourage airmen to direct their self study along
systematic lines, the Air Force has set up a career study program known
i2
Departrnent of the Air Force. Air Force Regulation N .... 35 4 05.
Washington : 2 May 1950. Par. 4.
Ibid. Par. 3.

Mas Operation Midnight \l
. The program is designed to improve the
general educational qualification in a career field by off-duty studying by
participating airmen. Commanders in all echelons are required to en
courage and assist airmen who desire to participate in a career study
plan, and unit Information and Education officers are responsible for
implementing the program. Formal registration of the participating air
man is required, and a definite curriculum of courses to be completed is
prescribed. The curriculum includes appropriate basic career courses
augmented by such fundamental courses that are considered by the IfcE
officer to be essential prerequisites to the basic courses. Career Study
Plans are divided into four sections corresponding to the skill levels of
the basic courses. An airman starting out on a plan commences with
the skill level courses of his present rating plus all 1 >wer level courses.
Each higher skill level is undertaken upon successful completion of the
lower level courses.
Unit commanders are required to review personally the
progress made by individual airmen in career study plans, and in
formation concerning the individual's progress in, and completion of
career study programs is considered by classification and promotion
boards in determin ing eligibility for promotion.
Requirements for Commanding officer's recommendation.
Department of the Air Force. Air Force Regulation N ». 34-29 .
Washington: 27 April 1950.
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Airmen candidates for promotion must be recommended, in writing,
by their immediate commanding officers as fully qualified for advance-
ment to a higher grade. Through his own observation, and the recom-
mendations of the officers and enlisted supervisors of the candidate,
the commanding officer passes on the qualifications attained by the
airman in the requirements discussed above, and in addition, he com-
ments on the specific traits of the man concerned which do not lend
themselves to the objective measurements of tests and examinations.
These traits include Character, Efficiency, Leadership, Loyalty,
Military Bearing, Adaptability, and Willingness (to assume respon-
sibilities, improve his effectiveness, develop team work, and set
a good example). Consideration of the airman's past conduct record
is also taken into account by the commanding officer in making his
recommendation for promotion.
Regular forms f^r submitting promotion recommendations
are provided for the lower command echelons by the cognisant com
mand, and » me minor variations are found among the forms in use.
In all cases, information necessary to substantiate the candidate's
eligibility for promotion is included. Where the individual candidate's
immediate commanding officer is not authorised to effect promotion
locally, the recommendation is forwarded to theproper command for
consideration by a specially convened promotion board and final
action by the promoting authority.

uPftUMuTION PROCEDURES : Successful completion of the above quad
ification steps does not constitute per se authorisation for the promo-
tion of the individual airman to a higher Air Force Specialty. Authority
to effect promotions is delegated by Headquarters, USAF. in the
following manner:
(a) At the discretion of the major air commander concern
ed, authority to promote airmen to pay grades E 2 andE 1 may be
delegated down to and including the commanders of squadrons or com
parable organisations and separate units.
(b) At the discretion of the major air commander concer
ned, authority to promote airmen in all grades may be delegated down
to and including commanders of groups or comparable organisations
15
and separate units.
Certain restrictions as to vacancies affect the promotion
of airmen to the next higher grade. In order to understand the nature
of vacancies some xplanation of the Air Force personnel allocation
system must be offered. As in the other branches of the Military
Establishment, definite monetary and numerical ceilings are estab
listed by numbers and pay grade beyond which the Air Force may not
go to carry out its assigned mission. Personnel ceilings are allotted
to all the major air commands of the Air Force Establishment by
Headquarters, USAF, by means of documents, known as Personnel
Authorisation and/or Alotment Vouchers (PAV), issued quarterly.
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Personnel Authorisation Vouchers establish ceilings for the so called
Table of Organisation (17 ) units, and Personnel Allotment Vouchers
establish ceilings for the non T/O, or Table of Distribution (T/D) units.
Tables of rganisatiun are made by Headquarters, USAF, for each
operational type of unit in the Air Force and Tables of Distribution
are made up by the major air command concerned for the various
auxiliary units which it has been empowered to establish for support
or augmenting purposes.
For each unit, Tables of Organisation and/or Distribu-
tion indicate the numerical and pay grade distribution (or spread)
of enlisted personnel, by Air Force Specialty, as authorised by the
applicable PAY. Determination of the grade spread is accomplished
by means of a prescribed .unlisted Grade Guide. For each unit,
whether it be a T/O or a T/D unit, application of the grade guide
indicates the number of billets (or spaces ) by pay grade, in each
Air Force Specialty allowed to the unit as essential to the accomplish
ment of its assigned mission. The resultant grade spread, less the
number oi people assigned to the unit who are occupying authorised
spaces, indicates the number of specific grade vacancies at any
given time.
Strict conformance with the applicable distribution of
grades by Air Force Specialty established within the appropriate
T/O or T/D is required in determining the existence of promotion

vacancies. With only two current exceptions, the presence of a specific
grade vacancy in the Air Croup within the AFS in waich an otherwise
eligible airman is qualified is the final step toward promotion. Under
current directives, commanders who have been given the authority to
promote airmen up to pay grade E-3 may, without regard to vacancies,
promote,
(a) privates who have satisfactorily completed four months
of service or a prescribed basis training course, and,
(b) well qualified and deserving privates first class with
twelve months 1 service in-grade who are being denied promotion
owing to a lack of vacancies.
Depending upon the needs of theservice, and to insure
that Air Force wide grade authorisations are not exceeded, the authority
to promote airmen is, from time to time, temporarily restricted by
Headquarters, USAF. In such cases, specific grade vacancy quotas
are assigned by Headquarters, USAF, to the major air commands which,
in turn, allot specific promotion quotas to subordinate commands. How
ever, unless otherwise prescribed by higher authority, vacancies in
the non commissioned officer grades are determined at the Group level.
SELECTIVE CRITERIA USED IN THE PROMOTION OF
AIRMEN FROM CORPORAL TO SERGEANT
In the preceding section the general system used by the
Air Force in snaking promotions of enlisted men was described. As
the emphasis in this discussion is focused on the noncommissioned
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officer of pay grade £-4, a typical Alv Force Specialty has been selected
in order to illustrate the specific applications of the Airman Career Pro-
gram in promoting a corporal to sergeant in that specialty. For the pur-
pose of illustration, the Air Force Specialty of Senior Aircraft Mechanic
(AFSC 43151) has been selected. This specialty, in the Airman Aircraft
and Engine Maintenance Career Field, covers pay grades £-3, E 4, and
£5 with the respective specialty titles of Apprentice Aircraft Mechanic,
Aircraft Mechanic, and Senior Aircraft Mechanic, hi order to describe
the promotion system in actual practise, the procedures used by a typ-
ical activity of the right- Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, have
been observed and are presented here.
Located at the Wright- Patterson AFB is the headquarters
of the Air Materiel Command, a major air command of the United
States Air Force. Wright- Patterson Air Force Base (the Base command)
is the houekeeping agency of Headquarters, AMC. Its position in the
command hierarchy is at the wing level; the Base commander is direct-
ly responsible and reports to Headquarters, AMC. Because it is one
of the specifically 'exempted stations ' there is no intermediate command
eschelon, comparable to the numbered air force level, between the Base
and AMC. Various activities, all contributing to the assigned mission
of the Base, are included under the Base commander. Such an activity,
and the one chosen as an illustration is the Base Directorate, Mainten
ance, which generally corresponds, administratively, to a group in the
command structure. Within the Maintenance Directorate are several
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work units, all reporting administratively to the Maintenance Director.
The progressive path toward promotion of any airman
begins in the work unit, in a maintenance unit, the corpora! who as
pires to promotion to the AFS of Senior Aircraft Mechanic already
must have been rated at least an Apprentice Mechanic in the Aircraft




.the techniques involved in the maintenance of air
craft and the overhaul of aircraft engines. It embraces
the functions necessary to maintain aircraft and their
component parts; the maintenance of aircraft systems
such as electrical, hydraulic, hydrostatic, heating,
pressuriaation, instruments, fuel and oil, etc.; the
maintenance and overhaul, including block testing of
reciprocating and jet aircraft engines; and the flight
mechanic and lflight engineer functions which are
performed when the aircraft is airborne. *©
The first step in advancement required of the corporal is
the completion of 8 months of service in grade. • However, an
exception to this minimum time in grade requirement currently
exists. A corporal who has fulfilled all requirements except this one,
sad who has been recommended to the promoting authority as outstand
tag, " can be promoted to fill a vacancy provided he is found to be the
best qualified applicant for that vacancy.
A minimum GCT (or equivalent ACE) score of 90 is re
16
Department of the Air Force. Air Force Regulation No. 35-44$.




AFR 39-30. Sec. I, Par 13 i, as amended.
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quircmcat for qualification for promotion to Aircraft Mechanic. i8
Th« Apprentice Aircraft Mechanic cannot be promoted to
the grade of sergeant unless he is rated as skilled in the duties required
If
in the specialty of Aircraft Mechanic. The process of up-grading in
skill level is a function of the Base Classification Board. Members of
the board include at least one officer experienced in each of the fields
ot personnel administration, classification procedures, and the tech
meal specialty of the individual being considered for up-grading. On
the basis of his knowledge and performance of the tasks asagned, the
applicant is recommended by his work unit for reclassification by the
board. Upon receipt of such recommendation, in the form of a written
request, the board meets for consideration of the applicant's record
of experience and proficiency in his present duties, and takes appro-
priate action. Until he has been classified as qualfied at the prescrib-
ed skill level in the Air Force Specialty to which he aspires, no corpor-
al can be considered for promotion.
Attendance at and completion of a Technical TrainingSchool
course is not required for promotion to Aircraft Mechanic, riwever.
at the Base Maintenance Directorate, as part of the on the job training
program, provisions arc made to give to all airmen in the Aircraft




AFR 39-30. Sec. I, Par. 13 h.
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ducted at a Technical Training School. This course (#74740 in the
Training Prospectus) offers initial training for airmen in the inspec-
tion and maintenance of reciprocating and jet engine type aircraft.
Instruction covers operating principles, periodic inspection, operation,
adjustment, line maintenance, and minor repair of flight controls,
landing gear, hydraulic and electrical systems, power plants (includ
tag engine conditioning and engine change) propellors and instruments
systems, and auxiliary equipment and systems. It is a basic, general
course. As administered by the Base Maintenance Directorate, within
the limits of the facilities available to that activity, the formal syllabus
is broken down into phases. In accordance with directed policy which
considers that more time is required in on the job training to cover
adequately the material presented in a formal school course, instruc
tlon time in each phase amounts to 150% of the time allotted to the
equivalent phase in the formal training course.
The detailed duties and tasks in which the candidate for
promotion to Aircraft Mechanic must demonstrate proficiency, and in
the performance of which he must be classified as okilled' , are
presented in Appendix X.
Fulfillment of qualification in the duties and tasks pre-
scribed by the AFS required substantial on the -job training and con
siderable experience in repair, replacement and adjustment of air-
craft and component parts and systems. O* the job training is the
responsibility of Air Force commanders at all levels. To implement
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on the Job training throughout the command, the Air Materiel Command
has prescribed a format to be uaed by all activities in constructing
training syllabi for all Air Force Specialties. The aircraft maintenance
unit of the Base Maintenance Directorate, in establishing its syllabus
for the Aircraft Mechanic specialty, is required to break down, into
phases and subjects, the duties and teats outlined above; determine
the required training hours necessary for completion oi each subject in
actual on -the job instruction and classroom lectures; and provide for
additional supervised self study by the individual trainee. A standard-
ised, day by day record of training progress is kept to insure com-
pletion of all items in each phase. On the job instruction is in progress
wherever aircraft maintenance work is performed under supervision,
and two -and -a half hours daily are devoted to classroom lectures.
The progress of the individual candidate, as evidenced by his work
performance and demonstrated ability, is reviewed periodically by
the unit maintenance officer in conference with the candidate's immed-
iate supervisors. Completion of on-the-job training as specified in
the prescribed syllabus, and recommendation by his immediate super-
visors, through the maintenance officer, to the Director of Mainten
ance constitute the candidate's qualification in the duties and tasks
of his specialty and leads to a request for up-grading in skill level
to the Base Classification Board.
The enrollment in and completion of self study courses

in the field of aircraft and engine maintenance is not a requirement
for promotion to sergeant. However, the Wright Patterson Base
command, in accordance with Air Force policy, has established a
program for guided self study in career fields fur those airmen who
wish to improve their professional qualifications and enhance their
opportunities to meat the requirements of up grading in skill level
with a view toward eligibility for promotion. A career study plan,
entered into voluntarily by a corporal aspiring to promotion to sergeant
in the aircraft mechanic specialty, would include the following USAFI
self study courses: Algebra (Elementary and Advanced), Plane Geom
etry (I and II), Trigonometry, Slide Rule and Logarithms, Physics,
Review Grammar, Electricity (Elementary and Industrial), Electric
Wiring, Electrical Measuring Instruments, Blueprint Reading at
Work, Aerodynamics, Aviation Engines and Airplane Maintenance
(I and II). Experienced counselors are available to advise the volunteer
student, in the light of his past educational experience and present needs,
on essential additional prerequisite courses, the elimination of subjects
previously covered, and the logical sequence of courses to be studied.
Having demonstrated his ability to perform the duties and tasks
of the higher specialty, and having gained a rating of 'Skilled* in those
duties, the corporal has next to be recommended for promotion to ser-
geant. The formal Recommendation for Promotion originates in the
candidate's work unit. The form currently in use at Wright- Patterson
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covers certain information concerning the candidate's qualifications.
Such items, provided in writing by the work unit, include:
i. The total time spent by the candidate in his present job
assignment,
2. A rating of his character and efficiency,
3. A numerical assignment signifying the candidate's
relative position among other candidates f >r promotion
to the same grade,
4. The candidate's qualification as a supervisor, technician,
or both and the number of persons supervised by him,
5. A short description of the candidate's present duties, and
6. Any other pertinent remarks concerning his efficiency,
characteristics, capabilities and qualifications.
The recommendation form is next endorsed by the commanding
officer of the candidate's administrative activity, in this case the
Director of Base Maintenance. Before appending his endorsement the
commander has any information available in his office concerning the
airman added to the recommendation form to assist him in the evalu-
ation of the candidate's eligibility for promotion. Items for consid
cration, in addition to routine identifying and descriptive information
transcribed from the individual's service record include awards and
decorations conferred, courts martial action occuring during current
enlistment, time lost for unauthorised absence during current enlist
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ment, military schools completed, civilian educational attainment,
and highest wartime rank held by the candidate. All the above factors
are carefully considered by the commander before recommending a
candidate for promotion.
Implicit in the endorsement of approval is the commander's
recognition of the candidate's ability to exercise the necessary degree
of leadership and control required by the specialty. In the case of
the Aircraft Mechanic specialty, the leadership and control factors
are as follows:
"I. Requires moderate judgement, occasional adaptability,
and making elementary decisions in deciding whether
an assembly should be replaced and if assembly is not
available whether part removed can be repaired.
2. Offers some responsibility for the supervision of
others performing organizational and field maintenance
on aircraft.
3. Offers limited possibilities for damage or loss of
materials and equipment of moderate value, such as
tools, gauges, and supplies.
4. Imposes some responsibility for the safety of others
in insuring compliance with safety regulations con-
cerning the use of high octane fuels and working where
motoriaed equipment is being operated. 20
Having satisfied himself that the corporal is qualified to per-
form all the duties and responsibilities of his specialty in the next
higher grade, the activity commander appends his endorserrent to
the promotion recommendation, indicating by a numerical ranking
the individual's relative standing among other candidates for promotion
H
APR. 35 443. Par. 3d.
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to the same grade in the activity. He also gives his personal rating
of the candidate's character and efficiency, and any further pertinent
remarks.
All Recommendations for Promotion are submitted to the Base
Promotion Board for screening and consideration before final action
is taken by the promoting authority. The promotion board is made up
of officers appointed by the Base cor nander for terms of about one
year. The board is divided into several panels, each headed by an
experienced field grade officer. Each panel is assigned the function
of considering promotion recommendatinns pertaining to a specified
pay grade level. (Example: Corporal, E 3, to Sergeant, E 4). The
psnels meet regularly once a month when promotion quota assignments
are received from Headquarters, AMC, and at such other times as
specific grade vacancies occur for which there are eligible candidates.
The screening process in the promotion board panels involves
tine awarding of certain numerical weights to each of several factors
in order to arrive at a multiple to be used in determing the individuals
candidate's percentile score in relation to other candidates for promo-
tion to the same grade and specialty. Maximum allowable weights are
prescribed for each screening factor which total, 100, as indicated
below:
Screening Factors Allowable Weights
i. Character and Efficiency on job 10

N
Screening Factors Allowable eights
2. Qualified as supervisor, Technican or both 10
3. Acting as Supervisor, Technician or both iO
4. Outstanding Characteristics 10
5. Squadron (Activity) Remakrs 10
6. Time -in-Grade 15
7. Total Military Service 10
8. Age 2
9. Awards and Decorations 4
10. GCT or ACE Score 6
11. Military Schools (Last Four Years) 5
12. Civilian Education 5
13. Higher Wartime Grade Held 3
100
Alter deliberation the most eligible candidates are selected by the
promotion board to fill existing vacancies.
A Report of Proceedings is prepared indicating the specific
authorised vacancies to be filled and the candidates selected as best
qualified to be promoted to those vacancies. The report of the pro-
ceedings of the promotion board is forr/arded to the promoting au-
thority with a recommendation that appropriate action be taken. The




The pro noting authroity for Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
enlisted personnel has been designated by the commanding general of
the Air Materiel Command as the Base commander, in accordance with
the provisions of Air Force Regulation No. 39-30. Specific grade
vacancies are determined by promotion quotas issued monthly to the
Base command by Headquarters, AMC. The V right Patterson base
operates under a Table of Distribution and specific grade vacancies
that occur in the T/D from time to time in addition to the monthly
quotas assigned may be filled immediately by promotions, with the
authorization of Headquarters, AMC. One further source of vacancies
is by demotion of unsatisfactory airmen by the Base commander. The
resulting vacancies may be filled by promoting eligible candidates
without further authority or approval of AMC.

CHAPTER V
COMPARISON, EVALUATION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
COMPARISON AND EVALUATION: The preceding three chapters
have bees devoted to a presentation of the enlisted promotion systems
of the U. S. Armed Forces -with particular emphasis on the qualifi-
cation factors required for advancement of the enlisted man to non-
commissioned officer status. Although each of the military depart-
ments has developed its promotion system independently of the
others, and has prescribed its own qualification factors on the basis
of its own self recognised needs, certain underlying principles of
promotion, for the most par common to all, can be observed. The
emphasis which each service attaches to each of these basic factors
varies in degree, but the following six requirements appear in each
scheme of selection for promotion to noncommissioned officer status:
i) Completion of a prescribed period of service,
2) Successful completion of qualifying training,
3) Satisfactory conduct record,
4) Minimum efficiency rating,
5) Recommendation for promotion by superior officers and




In the present chapter each of these factors will be discussed and
compared in terms of the degree of emphasis applied by each of the
military services, and an attempt will be made to evaluate their
effectiveness, as employed, as principles of selection for promotion.
In addition, the administrative promotion procedures employed by the
three services will be compared and evaluated.
Completion of a prescribed period of service . £ach of the
three military services recognises the need for the promotion can
didate to complete a prescribed period of time in his present grade,
or in total military service, as a condition of promotion to noncommis-
sioned officer status. The basis for the inclusion of this requirement
as a qualfication factor is three fold. Every enlisted man, regard-
less of grade, should be given the opportunity and obligation to dem-
onstrate his ability to perform the duties and assume the responsi
bilities of his present job through actual, sustained experience on
that job. In addition, the training and practise required for ^ualifi
cation in the duties of the next higher job usually must be acquired
by the promotion candidate during the period that he is in his present
grade. This necessitates the provision of ample time to complete the
necessary qualifying training for a higher grade while performing the
duties presently assigned. Finally, having acquired the knowledge and
skills which would qualify him for a higher job assignment, the pro-
motion candidate should be required, through continued observation
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by hi* superiors, to demonstrate his capacity for assuming the respon
sibility of the grade to which he aspires. In a sense, the time spent
in a lower grade can be considered as a period of apprenticeship for
the next higher grade. During this period, the enlisted man may be
given the opportunity to demonstrate his ability for a higher position
by a temporary assignment, or on the -job trial, in the duties of the
position for which he is a candidate.
There is considerable variance in the minimum periods of
time in grade and service prescribed by the military services. As
indicated in the preceding chapters, for qualification for promotion
to pay grade £ 4, under the Career Guidance Plan, the Army requires
completion of from 9 to 15 months* in pay grade £-3, or a total of
34 months in service, depending; on the existence of local position
vacancies; the Navy requires the completion of six months' service
in pay grade £-3; and the Air Force presently requires completion
of 8 months* in pay grade £-3, except in the case of the outstanding
candidate who has been found to be best qualified for promotion. The
divergence of the prescribed minimum requirements for time in grade
may be explained by the extent of time each service considers as
necessary for its enlisted men to qualify for promotion to the higher
grade. The transition from pay grade E 3 to B-4 with its accompany-
ing acquisition of the leadership and supervisory responsibilities of
sommissioned officer status may well be considered as a crucial
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point in the enlisted man's career. It has been the experience of the
writer, that the minimum period of six months' service in grade re-
quired by tiie Navy is too brief to accomplish the threefold purpose of
the time in grade requirement for promotion to pay grade E 4. From
titie standpoint of the supervisor, at least a year of observation of the
promotion candidate is considered essential in order to arrive at
a fair evaluation of his fitness for promotion to noncommissioned
officer status. A recommendation for a more practical and uniform
employment, promotion -wise, of the time in grade period will be
offered in a later section of this discussion.
Successful completion of qualifying training . The fundamental
concept of specialised training as a qualification for promotion is
common to all three of the military services. The types of training
prescribed and offered - formalised service school training, on-the-
job training, and self study - are basically similar in each service.
The extent to which each type is employed, and the degree of emphasis
is attached to each, shows some variance between the Army, Navy,
Air Force. The closest similarity appears in the formalised serv-
ice school type of training. Each of the military services has an ex-
tensive system of technical service schools. Courses covering the
specialised knowledge, skills and duties of many specialties and rat-
lags at various grade levels are offered to those candidates who have
the necessary prescribed qualifications for attendance. With very few
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exceptions, formal school training as a mandatory requirement lor pro-
motion is not provided in any of the three services. It is beyond the
scope of this thesis to offer a critical evaluation of the comparative
qualitative and quantitative standards of military school systems, either
in relation to each other or to civilian school systems. In the absence
of detailed supporting data -.vhioh could only be developed by extensive
research and analysis, a comparative evaluation of the standards of
military training schools as they exist at present cannot be presented.
II can be stated, however, that each of the services recognizes the
need for specialised formal training and has established its own school
system to meet that need. It is of further note that formal school train-
ing courses, whether administered bv the Army, Navy, or Air Force,
are open to and attended by qualified members of all branches of the
armed forces, although mainly by those of theservice which operates
the school.
The most extensive type of training employed by the military
services is on the -job training. It is through this means that qualify-
ing training is accomplished for the great majority of soldiers, sailors,
and airmen who are selected for promotion to noncommissioned officer
status. On-tae job training is in progress wherever w*rk is being
performed under supervision. In recognition of this, each of the services
has prescribed certain procedures for the conduct of on-the-job train-
ing. Training begins with and is a responsibility of the unit to which the
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enlisted man is attached for duty. Each of the military services has
provided a frame work around which the unit is directed to build a train
lag program. In the Army and the Air Force, the job descriptions
pertaining to the respective Military Occupational Specialties and Air
Force Specialties form the basis for the on -the job curriculum. In
the Navy, the practical factors and detailed examination subjects
prescribed for each rate constitute the curriculum base. With the
delegation to the units of responsibility for the conduct of on-the-job
training, the descriptions of the detailed duties required for each
specialty and instructions for organising a training program, central-
ised direction of this type of training by the top echelon of command
practically ends in all three services. The lack of uniform, over all
standards for all phases of on-the-job training, and the decentralisa-
tion of the conduct of such training to unit commanders, makes it im-
probable that a valid comparative evaluation can be made. This lack
of uniform standards and conduct of on-the-job training is an inherent
weakness common to all three military training programs and provides
the basis for a recommendation which will be offered in the final
section.
All three of the military departments recognise the value of
self study as a means of attaining qualification for promotion, but
the emphasis placed on this type of training and the means provided
the promotion candidate show considerable variance. The Navy alone
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makes the completion of a prescribed course of study mandatory for
qualification for promotion. The Army and the Air Force recommend
self study to the promotion candidate as a means o£ enhancing nis
ability to meet the job requirexuent* for promotion, but participation
in a study program is entirely voluntary. To provide material for self
study, the .rruy and Navy have developed and published numerous
training manuals, pamphlets, and course books which cover in detail
the subject matter for most oi the specialties and ratings. The Air
Force has not yet published the wide variety of study material provid-
ed by the Army and Navy, and relies almost entirely on available
United otatea Armed Forces Institute material for this type of train-
ing. Because the available UoAFI courses do not cover, either in
•cope or degree, all of the many technical specialties of a military
service, a &eif- study program for the purpose of job improvement
based solely on the facilities offered by U6AF1 is hardly adequate as
a means o£ attaining a thorough and complete knowledge of the subject
matter of any given specialty. However, the Army and Navy have
developed self study materials which afford the promotion candidate
ample sources for complete covereage of the theory, knowledge, and
duties oi the job for which he is in training. In addition, the Army
has developed an outstanding feature in its self study program that
wight well be adopted by each of the other two services. The Army
oelf Study Guide, which i» published for each WOS, provides the
student with a complete, systematic, and progressive device for
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study of all the available material pertaining to the task* included under
the ftlOt. A combinati ,a oi the beat feature* of theArmy and Navy self-
atudy programs will form the basis of a recommendation for supervised
self- study to be offered in the concluding section.
Satisfactory conduct record. As a qualification factor for
•election for promotion, each of the armed services requires that
the candidate have a satisfactory record of military conduct. However,
the standards which the three services have act up are by no means
iniform. It should be axiomatic that promotion to noncommissioned
officer status should be attained only by those candidates who have
an exemplary record of conduct and conformance to military discip-
line. The standards established by the Navy system are uniform
throughout the service and require that every candidate fat promotion
to pay grade £ 4 maintain an average conduct mark of 3. 5 and no
mark lower than 3. for the six months preceding promotion, ouch
a standard permits of only one leave breaking offense of not more
three hours, minor disciplinary offenses only, and not mortt than
offense in sobriety. The Army standards require that to be in
promotable status, the candidate may not be serving sentence of court
martial, under restriction as a result si disciplinary action, or under
charges of court martial at the time of promotion. The Air Force
has set no uniform, conduct standards but permits the cognisant pro
motion board to decide each individual case on its own merits. It is
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considered that the Navy requirement* at a six months* period of
good conduct by the promotion candidate Is more indicative of the
enlisted man's attitude toward positive assumption of the military res
possibilities f a noncommissioned officer than are the standards re
quired by the Army and Air Force.
Minimum efficiency rating. The Army and Navy have estab-
lished minimum standards and require uniform, periodic measure*
ment of efficiency rating of enlisted personnel as a qualification factor
for promotion. The Air Force has established no procedures for per-
iodic efficiency rating of its airmen, but requires that candidates
for promotion to pay grade K-4 be rated as skilled In proficiency by
• Classification Board as a requirement for promotion. The Navy
system of efficiency rating applies to all grades except pay grade E-l,
and requires quarterly submission of standardised marks assigned by
individual commanding officers. The Army employs a system of com-
parative, annual rating ot all soldiers In the upper three pay grades,
and special comparative ratings for candidates for promotion to pay
grade £ 4. Although not as comprehensive in Its application, nor
as timely in its periodic recurrence as the Navy system, it is consid-
ered that the comparative grading of personnel In similar duty assign-
ments by raters who themselves are rated, and standardised scoring
by Computing Agencies established for that purpose, gives the Army
a more accurate means of determining the relative efficiency ranking
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of its personnel than is attained by theother two services.
Recommendation for promotion by superior officers. En
doraernent by the officers in command of the promotion candidate,
commencing with the recommendation of the basic unit commander,
is prescribed as a qualification for promotion to noncommissioned
officer status by ail three of the armed services. Only in the Army,
however, is it possible for the promotion candidate to be promoted
without the approval of his immediate commanding officer, tn that
service, if superior officers in the chain of command fail to concur
in an unfavorable recommendation by the candidate's immediate com-
mander, promotion can be effected by subsequent qualification in the
steps to advancement. Army commanders are specifically forbidden
to stop or delay the promotion applications of candidates who have met
the basic requirements for promotion. The designated promoting au
thority , in many cases several echelons above the immediate unit com-
mander, has the final responsibility for determining whether or not
the candidate is accepted as eligible for further advancement and pro-
motion, in the Navy and Air Force, the decision as to the candidate's
basic qualifications and capacity for promotion, on the basis of his
observable behavior in his present duty assignment, rests with his im-
mediate commanding officer. The limitation prescribed by the Army
upon the selective function of the unit commander would seem to be
an undesirable restriction of the prerogative of the officer who is charged
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with responsibility lor the efficient utilissati m and assignment of all
men attached to his command.
Satisfactory completion of competitive examinations. hXl three
of the military services accept the principle of competitive examination
as a desirable requisite for promotion to noncommissioned officer status.
However, at the present time, the Navy is the only service which admin-
isters competitive examinations as a practical feature of its promotion
system. Up until the outbreak of the Korean hostilities, the Army had
developed a competitive examining program to cover a part of its
Military Occupational Specialties and was proceeding to install this
feature as a required qualification factor in the promotion procedure
in all its specialties. Because of the emergency situation, the Army was
forced to suspend temporarily the administration of competitive exam*
inatlons, but it has retained the principle for future use as a permanent
feature of promotion. Although the Air Force presently has no prov-
ision for competitive promotion examinations, such examinations are
being developed for the various Air Force Specialties by the Air
Materiel Command. In addition fca being the only service presently
using competitive job proficiency examinations for promotion purposes,
the Navy is the only one of the three services which requires satisfac
tory completion of a written examination in the military aspects of the
higher rate as a requirement for each advancement above pay grade
£*3. Appendix IX lists the subjects covered in this type of examination.
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la the Army ami Air Force, examination in milttary subject* is admin
istered in the basic training phase below pay grade £ 3, on a non com-
petitive basis. Re examination is not required for each subsequent
promotion. Both the Army and Navy programs for service wide, com
petitive examination have provisions for centralized, standardised
scoring of examinations: the Army through various Computing Agencies
established in the major commands and operating under instructions
issued by the Department of the Army and the Navy through the single
Naval Examining Center at Norfolk, Virginia.
ADMINISTRATION: It is not only in the basic qualification factors
of promotion that interesting comparisions may be made between
the progran s of the Army, N*vy and Air Force for the promotion
of enlisted personnel. The administration of the established programs
also presents certain similarities and differences between the three
services which are particularly noticeable in the degrees of central
iaation and standardisation that are employed in promotion proced
ures.
The administration of the Navy enlisted promotion system is
more highly centralised and controlled at the top echelon of command
than are the programs of the other two military services. The direc -
tion of the administration of all naval personnel is vested in the Chief
of Naval Personnel who is at the head of the Bureau of Naval Person
nel. This officer is a designated technical assistant to the Chief of
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Naval Operations. From his office are issued the directive* which
establish the promotioa procedures which apply to all enlisted per-
sons in the Navy. Centralized central of enlisted promotions is ev
ideneed by theestablished uniform qualification factors of time in
grade and on sea duty; jab requirements for each rste as described
in the 'Manual of Qualifications far Advancement in Rating and the
Navy Job Classification system; mandatory completion of a designated
self-study courses completion of prescribed practical factors, both
military and technical; fulfillment of prescribed standards of military
conduct and job proficiency; and the satisfactory completion of compet-
itive promotion examinations centrally scored. Further evidence of
centralized control by the Bureau of Naval Personnel is seen in its
assigned responsibility for the direction and the administration of train
tag of all naval personnel exclusive of medical, aviation, and ships*
operational training.
To a somewhat lesser degree than is employed by the Navy, the
Army enlisted promotion system, under the Career Guidance Plan, is
subject to centralised administration and control by the Director of
Personnel and Administration who is a m€rnb*t of the General Staff
under the Chief of Staff of the Army. Through the adjutant General,
who reports to the Director of Personnel, the Department of the Army
has prescribed, under the Career Guidance Plan, the following factors
of qualification for promotion of enlisted men: designated periods ot
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time in grade and service; job requirments for each grade and specialty
aa described in the published Military Occupational Specialties; the &mt-
inati m ol promotable status; the submission of annual and special eff-
iciency ratings; and the satisfactory completion of competitive promotion
examinations scored by designated Examining and Computing Agencies
operating under uniform instructions and procedures. The responsibility
lor the direction ol formalised training of Army personnel is vested, not
in title Director ol Personnel and Administration, but in the Chief, Army
Field Forces, who reports directly to lfee General Staff and who is at the
major command level.
The administration ol the Air Force enlisted promotion system
shows the least amount ol centralized direction and control, and a great-
er degree ol decentralisation of administration to subordinate commanders
than the other services under consideration. In the implementation ol
the Airman Career Program, the Chief ol Stall ol the Air Force, through
the Deputy Chiel ol Stall lor Personnel, has established some general,
and some specific, policies lor the promotion oi airmen, and has dele-
gated to the Major Air Commanders a large degree ol authority and res
feasibility lor the execution ol these policies. Centralized control ol the
Airman Career Program is exercised by the Department of the Air Force
in the promotion qualification factors which it has prescribed lor the
entire service in she following manner: established minimum periods
of time in grade and service; detailed job requirements lor each grade
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•nd specialty as described la the published Air Force Specialties;
and the designation of specified skill level ratings for promotion to
particular pay grades. The direction of formalised training of Air Force
personnel is a responsibility of the Air Training Command which is lo -
cated in the command structure at the major air command level. Major
Air Commanders control by delegation* and under established general
policies, the qualification factos pertaining to standards of conduct and
the determination of individual job proficiency through demonstration,
observation, or examination.
All three of the military services have placed on the individual
commanding officers of basic operating units the responsibility for the
development and conduct of on the job training, and the recommendation
for promotion of those individuals deemed qualified on the basis of ob-
servable behavior. The delegation to unit commanding officers of the
responsibility for the effectiveness of on the -job training is likely to be
an inadequate means of procuring optimum administration of this vital
type of training and forms the basis for a specific recommendation to be
offered in the concluding section.
All three of the military departments exercise ultimate control
over promotion quotas through the establish ifcient of service -wide grade
structures which are determined at the Department levela and approved
by the Secretary of Defense. Under theCareer Guidance Plan, the exist
ence of specific grade vacancies is determined bv the Department of the
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Army for the upper three pay grade*. The determination of position
vacancies in pay grade E 4 Is a responsibility of major commanders,
operating within the limits of authorised command wide ceilings. The
Navy has pooled all vacancies in the petty officer grades; the Bureau of
Naval Personnel determines promotion quotas for pay grade t: 7 and the
Naval Examining Center exercises a similar function for pay grades E-4,
E-5, and E 6. At the present time , the Department of the Air Force
exercises central control of promotion quotas for the nomcommissloned
officer grades and assigns specific promotion quotas to each of the
rnajer air commands. Each Major Air Commander, In turn, sub allots
specific promotion quota assignments to component subordinate organ-
izations within his command.
RECOMMENDATIONS: The preceding discussion has been concerned
with an exposition of the enlisted promotion systems of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force; a presentation of the basic principles of selection used
by armed forces in promotion of enlisted personnel to noncommissioned
officer status; a comparison of the degree to which these principles are
employed by each of the military services; and an attempt to evaluate the
relative importance ot the various features as employed in each promo-
tion system. Each of the promotion systems described has features
that are considered to be of merit in terms of the purpeees for which
they were established; each has features that can bear improvement.
The recommendations which are offered below are suggested as measures
wHeh can be applied, to one ddgree or another, to the promotion systems
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of all three services. It is the basic thesis, admittedly not original,
that the best promotion system will select the most qualified man for
each vacancy through an equitable, uniform and standardized procedure.
Ik is in furtherance of this proposition that the following recommendations
are offered.
Rccommendati m 1. It is recommended that, as a means of obtaining
uniform standards of qualification for promotion to all enlisted grades,
the military services adopt a high degree of centralization in the direction
and control of promotion procedures. It is considered reasonable that
all candidates for promotion to a similar grade and specialty should bs
selected on any equal, uniform basis throughout the service to which they
belong. The delegation to subordinate commanders of the determination
and Interpretation of the qualifying measurements of selection for promo-
tion makes possible, and quite probable, the selection for advancement
of people having varying degrees of proficiency and fitness. Aside from
the resultant individual inequities, such a system makes it problematical
that any given individual, promoted to a technical specialty under in-
ferior standards of selection, will be able to perform satisfactorily the
duties expected of him in that specialty by another activity operating
vmtmr more stringent selection standards to which he might subsequent-
ly be transferred. The theory behind any selective promotion process
is that individuals who are selected as qualified to perform prescribed
specialised duties will, with due allowance for inherent individual diff
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ercnces, perform those duties satisfactorily in any unit of the service of
which he is a member.
Standardization of the qualification factors of promotion, or the
uniform application of the means of selection to all promotion candidates
of similar grades and job assignments within a given military service,
has been most nearly attained by the military organizations which exer-
cise the highest degree of centraliased direction and control of the promotion
process. Without such instruments as service -wide, centrally scored,
competitive examinations, prescribed, detailed job descriptions for
each specialty and rate, systematic, supervised training programs,
uniform standards of conduct and job proficiency, and established periods
of time in service, equal tratment and measurement of candidates for
promotion to a specialised grade and position within a given service is
difficult, if not impossible, of realization. Regardless of the level of
standard desired, the most feasible means of accomplishing unifromity
is through the centralized establishment of direction and control of the
factors considered essential for promotion qualification. This is not to
say that the administrative variations which so often occur at all levels
of command within any organisation ever can be eliminated completely.
But in order to minimize the unfavorable effects of divergent Interpre-
tations of general policy, a higher degree of standardization through cen-
tralised definition and direction is recommended as a means of obtain-
ing the uniformity of technical performance so necessary to the efficient
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operation of the armed forces.
Recommendation 2. It is recommended that each of the military serv-
ices establish as a mandatory qualification for promotion, to at least
one of the upper four pay grades, the successful completion of a tech-
nical service school course; and as a mandatory qualification for promo*
tion to any noncommissioned officer grade the successful completion
of a standardised, integrated, systematic course of on-the-job training
and collateral self study in the technical specialty of the promotion
candidate.
Attendance at and successful completion of a specialised tech-
n ical training course in a formal service school is recognised by the
armed forces as a desirable means of qualifying the career enlisted
man in the duties, tasks, and skills of his chosen specialty. Some of
the advantages o£ formalized training as opposed to on-the-job train
lag are offered in support of the recommendation, that wherever possible
and prior to final promotion to the highest enlisted rank, all career
personnel be required to complete a formalised training course in
their specialty. These advantages are:
1. Utilisation of specially -trained, full time instructors
who are recognised as the backbone of a succesful training
program.
2. Uniformity o£ training through central control of the content
of each course.
3. Greater availability and utilization of training aids.
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4. A school atmosphere in which the trainees' primary
duty is learning.
5. Standardisation of examinations and scoring.
6. Economies made possible by the reduction of the minimum
time required to train each individual in his specialty.
7. Early introduction into the training course of the latest
technical advancements made possible by the research facil
ities available to service school admlnstrators.
The administrative problem of putting thousands of individuals
through a formal school course at a particular stage in their military
career is one of extreme proportions. The difficulty of accomplish-
ing such a program is accepted as sufficient reason for not requiring
Such training as a mandatory factor for qualification for promotion to
a particular grade. But it) is not considered beyond the realm of poss-
ibility and practicability to require that every career enlisted man be
required, at some stage of his military life between pay grades £ 3 and
E 7, to complete sucessfully a formalised course of training in a job
specialty as a prerequisite for advancement to the top enlisted grade.
II is submitted that the best time for such training is during the period
when the enlisted man of pay grade E-3 is preparing for promotion
and the assumption of the more exacting technical and supervisory
duties of the noncommissioned officer. But limited school facilities, the
world-wide military deployment of individual promotion candidates, and
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other overruling circumstances may impede and deny the accomplish-
ment of mandatory formal training for all candidates for promotion
to pay grade E-4.
A practical program for formalized technical training of all
career enlisted personnel could be formulated on the principle that
such training is most desirable in the early stages of the noncommission
ed officer's career, and wherever passible, would be required for qual
ification for initial promotion to pay grade E-4. For those candidates
who, for administrative or other reasons, could not attend a service
school at that particular stage, qualifying training could be accomplish-
ed by other means, but formal training would be required, when prac
ticable, as a prerequisite for promotion to the next higher grade, and
so oa. No career enlisted man would ultimately be promoted to pay
grade E-7 until a formal technical service school course in his special-
ty had been successfully completed. By means A such a centrally
planned program, systematized and flexible, it would be possible,
over a period of years, to build a corps of competent, technically
trained noncommissioned officers upon whom would fall the bu rden
of training the civilian soldiers, sailors, and airmen inducted into
the services in time of emergency, mobilization, and war.
The second half of the above recommendation is offered as
a means of improving the effectiveness of on-the-job training and
the ultimate cjualfic ation of the individual promotion candidate in the
job requirements of his specialty. As presently administered, on-
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the -job training is a responsibility of the lower command echelons, both
as to the development and conduct of the program. By its very nature,
on the job training must of necessity be conducted at the place where
work is being accomplished, and as a responsibility of the work unit
commander. However, placing the burden of developing an effective
program of on the job training upon the unit commander without prov-
iding him with a systematic, standardised curriculum guide developed
by training spec ilists may be wasteful and an inefficient method of
obtaining the objectives for which the training is conducted. It is true
that the military services have provided unit training officers with many
excellent publications dealing with training methods and procedures,
general frameworks and detailed job descriptions upon which to build
a training program, and numerous training aids, texts, and materials.
But more assistance could and should be provided by the central per-
sonnel and/or training agency. As a concrete suggestion it is submitted
that, for each specialty and rating, a standard on-the-job curriculum
be developed and published along with the job descriptions currently in
use. Such curricula would divide each specialty into training units or
phases; indicate the number of hours, both classroom and work super
vision, to be devoted normally to each phase; methods of teaching and
demonstration that would apply to each situation; a list of published
text materials and references, and mandatory collateral assignments
for self -study in each phase; and sample progress tests, training pro
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gress charts, and practical tasks in which each trainee would be required
to demonstrate proficiency before proceeding to the next phase. By in
eluding such information along with the job descriptions of each specialty
and rate, the unit training program could be established and put into
operation with a minimum of wasted effort. Another basic advantage
of such a system would be the uniformity of training and the establishment
of equal standards that would result for a given specialty in all units
throughout the service.
The importance of the enlisted supervisor as an instructor in
the on the job training program can not be over -emphasized. It has
been recognised previously that on the job training, in its lack of
specially -trained, full time instructors is at a disadvantage when com-
pared with formal school training. The problem of instructor training
of on the -job supervisors extends beyond the limits ofthis discussion,
but the recommendation for the central development of standardised,
'packaged" curriculum guides for each job specialty is offered as a
partial fulfillment of the recognised need for improvement of on the job
instruction.
A component feature of an effective on the job training pro-
gram should be the assignment and mandatory completion of related
self-study courses. While gaining the physical and technical know
how 1 of his specialty on the job, the promotion candidate, through super
vised, collateral study of the subject matter of his specialty, would




The curricula and course content of on the job training should
be patterned, as closely as possible and within the limits of the facil
ities available to the conducting activity, after the formalised school
training for which it is so often required to substitute. An immeasurable
amount of time and attention has been devoted to the establishment and
development of military service schools, and not without commensur
ate results. But because of the widespread use of on-the-job training
throughout the operating activities of all the armed forces, it is felt
that at least as much, if not a great deal more, of top level time and
talent should be devoted to Developing and implementing practical,
systematic, standardised, and controlled curricula for each of the
many job specialties upon the proficient performance of which the work
a day operations of a military force depends.
Recommendation 3. It is recommended that service wide, centrally -
scored, competitive examinations be developed and ad ministered as
an instrument of measurement of qualification for promotion to all
noncommissioned officer grades.
The means of determining satisfactory proficiency in the know-
ledge and skills of a particular specialty are of two general types:
demonstration of ability in actual or simulated performance of the
duties required in the specialty, and an indication, by examination, of
fiie understanding of the theory, methods, and procedures which apply
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to a specialty. J>b performance in the military services is measured
through the observation of the individual by his supervisors, the class
ificbti n and upgrading functions of classification hoards, and the success
ful demonstraton of proficiency in prescribed practical performance.
The universal administration of service -wide promotion examinations,
while accepted in principle, has not yet been effected by all the armed
forces. The advantages of such a feature in the promotion system are
derived ttmm the uniformity of opportunity and selection that apply
to all enlisted persons who are candidates for promotion to the same
grade and specialty, hi any military organisation there are only a
certain number oi positions or billets authorised ior a particular grade
and specialty. In order to insure that these positions are filled first
by the best available MM* a standardised selection process resulting
la the ranking of all candidates in the order of their qualification is
essential. By the same tokem, all candidates for a particular position
should he insured the opportunity of being examined and selected on an
equal basis, without a system of standardised, competitive, centrally
scored examinations the ultimate selection of the best qualified indiv
iduals to fill the available vacancies is highly improvable, if not im-
possible .
Promotion examinations should be constructed in such a manner
as to reflect not only the candidate's degree of knowledge in the partic
ular technical job requirements of the specialty for which he is a can-
didate, but also to determine his understanding of the military duties of
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the grade lor which be is being considered. Items should be included
under this latter phase to reflect the candidate's understanding and
knowledge of such areas as the responsibilities of leadership and super-
vision; command and disciplinary relationships; the weapons which
he will he expected to use; and essentials of communications, security*
survival, safety precautions and other factors dealing with the military
situations which he may he expected to encounter*
In order to Insure that equitable opportunities for advancement
will result from competitive selection for promotion by service wide
examinations, it would be necessary to pool all position vacancies on
a service wide basis. This procedure would require centralized auth-
orisation for individual promotions in the order of ranking of the qua!
Ifled candidates. In this way the enlisted men standing highest on the
eligibility list would be promoted first regardless of their geographic
location tit present duty assignments. This would eliminate the inequities
which frequently arise when a highly qualified candidate is denied pro-
motfcn because of the lack of a vacancy in his organisation, while another
less qualified man In another command may be promoted immediately
because of the existence of a local vacancy.
Recommendation 4. It is recommended that, prior to the final issuance
i i»iiiii *> i
of Individual promotion order s candidates who have been found qual-
ified for promotion be required to complete a limited apprenticeship
period of demonstration in the duties and responsibilities of the grade
and specialty for which they have been selected.
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It has been suggested previously that the prescribed periods of
time in grade and service are established for the purpose of providing
the promotion candidate the opportunity and obligation to demonstrate
his ability It perform the duties and assume the responsibilities ot his
present grade and specialty, to accomplish the training and practise
required for qualification in the duties of a higher job, and to provide
his superiors with an opportunity to observe his capacity for assuming
ti»e responsibilities of that higher Job. The successful completion of the
requirements for qualification for promotion does not give absolute
assurance that the candidate will measure up to expectations in a higher
grade and specialty. The additional requirement that the selected pro
motion candidate justify his selection by a period of apprenticeship
on the job £z>r which selected is considered to be an advantageous
extension of the promotion process.
As a proposed basis for establishing such an apprenticeship
period, the following features are offered as a possible framework.
AH candidates selected for promotion to a particular grade and specialty
would he notified to that effect and assigned to duty fal positions commen
surste with the require?- ents of that grade end specialty. For a period
of three months those individuals would be under close supervision and
observation by their superiors. Upon completion of this three months'
period, those candidates who had exhibited the greatest amount of
initiative, proficiency , and aptitude would be issued promotion orders
by their immediate unit commander, with rank and pay to commence
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from that date. Th >se candidates who had not been promoted at the
end of the Initial three months' period would continue through another
similar period, with individuals being promoted In order as they ex
hlbited their abilities. At the end of the apprenticeship period, and
not to exceed six months from the date of their original selection,
all remaining candidates would have been issued final promotion orders.
Recommendation 5. ft is recommended that the centralized, uniform
promotion system contain provisions for the direct selection of can-
didates for promotion by the immediate commanding officer in excep-
tional, deserving cases.
A rigidly uniform, centralised promotion system precludes
the possibility of competitive promotion of qualified candidates who,
because of unusual circumstances, are unable to fulfill all the prescrib
ed qualification factors for selection. 5a any system there should be
provision for handling such exceptions. It should be within the prerog-
ative of individual commanding officers to validate for promotion those
individuals who have exhibited the ability and proficiency to assume the
duties and responsibilities of a higher grade and specialty even though
they are unable to meet all the requirements laid down by central au-
thority. There have been instances in the personal experience of the
writer, as an enlisted personnel officer of a large air station and as
commanding officer of a carrier aircraft squadron, where capable in
dividual*, after repeated attempts to meet all the prescribed require-
ments, were unable, due to lack of educational background or of specific
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minor aptitudes, to meet the academic qualifications for promotion.
In almost every case, the individuals who were denied promotion on
these grounds were performing satisfactorily the duties of the rate
to which they could not be promoted. It is not deemed that these ex-
ceptional cases are unique to any one branch of the armed forces.
Certain procedures should be established whereby waivers
of certain qualification factors could be authorised by immediate
commanding officers in order that deserving candidates, qualified
on the basis of their past records, demonstrated capability of per-
formance, and careful personal observation of the commanding officer,
could be included on the eligibility list for promotion. It is emphasised
that such promotions should be made solely on the basis of proven a-
bility of the individual , and not as a ree/erd for long and faithful
service; and not before all available means have been exhausted in an
attempt to qualify the candidate under the provisions of the prescribed
uniform promotion system. In order to insure that promotions made
under exceptional circumstances are effected only in deserving instan-
ces, and to limit the proclivities of well-meaning but over -solicitous
commanding officers, every case should be subjected to careful re-
view by the central personnel agency, after the promotion has been
accomplished.
In the consideration of this recommendation, it is not intended
that spot promotions made on the battlefield or similar authorised
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advancements under emergency conditions, be Included in the category of
promotions made under unusual circumstances, ft is recognised that
these emergency promotions are necessary and justified in order to meet
the peculiar needs of a local situation, hut the authority for making such
promotions should not be extended or used to cover the circumstances
of a normal situation.
Recommendation fe. It is recommended that a standardised system
of post-promotion evaluation be developed and administered as a means
of determining the effectiveness of the established promotion systems
in terms of the actual performance of individuals who have been selected
for and advanced to a higher grade and specialty.
in the final analysis, the worth of any promotion system is de -
termined by the quality of performance of the individuals it has selec-
ted for advancement, in present practise, several instruments of meas
ttrement are in use by the armed services for the purpose of evaluating
various aspects of enlisted performance. Examples of such measuring
instruments are efficiency rating reports, practical factor demonstrat
ions, and classification board proceedings. Continuous study and effort
should be devoted to the development *f standardised, coordinated eval
nation instruments whereby all the characteristics of job performance
and the assumption of military responsibilitf in a given grade and spec-
ialty could be measured. This would necessitate the establishment of
valid on the -job criteria for all situations against which the various
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qualification factors of the promotion system could be assessed. Such
an evaluation system , scientifically developed and uniformly applied,
would undoubtedly uncover weaknesses in the established promotion
systems and suggest the elimination or revision of some factors current-
ly prescribed and the addition of new factors presently unused. It is
only through the use of some accurate measuring device that contin
uous progress and improvement in the promotion process can be main-
tained.
In conclusion, the presentation of the above recommendation s
does not constitute in any sense a rejection or an underestimation
of the continuing efforts of the military services to improve the methods
of promotion selection. Many projects of research and study are in
progress in the military departments which are contributing in whole
or in part to the practical attainment of the general objectives upon












































































































UST OF ARMY ENLISTED CAREER FIELDS l
Armored Career field *
Artillery Career Field *
Infantry ~areer Field *
Military Intelligence Career Field
Machine Accounting Career Field *
Personnel and Administration Career Field
Special Services Career Field
Communication Intelligence Career Field
Chemical Career Field
Engineering and Construction Career Field
Combat Construction Ladder *
Engineer Equipment Maintenance Career Field
Mapping and Reproduction Career Field
Finance Career Field *
Information Career Field
Ammunition Career Field •
Armament Maintenance Career Field
Army Afcrcraft Maintenance Career Field
Automotive Maintenance Career Field
1





Military Police Career Field *
Food Service Career Field •
Quartermaster Maintenance Career Field
Supply Career Field
Wire Maintenance Career Field *
Communications Career Field *
Electronics Maintenance Career Field
Photography Career Field
Medical Career Field
Scientific Services Career Field
Marine operations Career Field
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Deck Group
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Re^lati 3n Career Field Two-digit Code
35 420 Intelligence 20
35 422 Photomapping 22
35 423 Photographic 23
35-425 Weather 25
35-4?7 Air Traffic Centra! and Warning 27
35-4?° Communications ;pe rations 29
35 430 Radio and Radar Maintenance 3.
35-431 Missile Guidance Systems 31
35-432 Armament Systems 32
35-434 Training: Devices Maintenance 34
35-436 Wire Maintenance 36
35-440 Intricate Equipment Maintenance 40
35-442 Aircraft Accessories Maintenance 42
35-443 Aircraft and Engine Maintenance 43
35.444 Rocket Propulsion 44
35-446 Munitions and Weapons Maintenance 46
35.447 Vehicle Maintenance 47
35-453 Metal Working 53
35 455 Construction 55







Career Field Two-digit Code
35-456 56
35-458 Fabric , Leather and Rubber 58
35-460 Transportation 60
35 462 Food Service 62
35-464 Supply 64




35 473 Personnel 73
35 475 Education 75
35-477 Entertainment 77
35-479 Chaplain 79
35-480 Management Methods 80
35 481 Budgetary, A counting and Disbursing n
35 483 Statistical and Machine Accounting 83
35-490 Medical 90
35-492 Rescue and Survival 92
35-493 Ground Safety 93
35-494 Marine 94





Regulation Career Field Two-digit Code
35-496 Security and Law Enforcement 96




DUTIES OF THE ARMY MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL
SPECIALTY CODE 4624 *
I. As an enlisted pay computer , the soldier mast be able to prepare,
compute, and process pay and allowance accounts of enlisted per
soanel; prepare and maintain military pay records for enlisted
personnel; compute payrolls of enlisted personnel of civilian
components, prepared for payment by disbursing officer, and
verify accuracy and completeness of rolls submitted; compute
pay due individual enlisted persons from information on military
pay record or payroll by applv ing rates of pay pertaining to the
grade indicated, by withholding allotment totals, and by deduct
ing collection totals to determine amount due or balance to be
paid; compute denominations of curren cy and coin required
for payment of money listed on payrolls or money lists, using
International Change Listing Machine; assist disbursing officer
in preparing funds for payment by counting out required amount
currency and coin of each denomination; summarize, open
and close military pay records as required by regulations.
1
Taken from Department of the Army Special Regulations No.
6iS-25 15. Enlisted Personnel , Military occupational opecialties .




2. As an officers' pay c ooputer , the soldier must be able to prepare,
compute, and process pay and allowance accounts of officers;
procure and record individual pay data from interview, pay question
aire, debit vouchers, and other substantiating documents; prepare
military pay record or officer's pay card in the case of civilian
component officers, and keep in current status by entering changes
from stoppage circulars, requests for changes in allotments, and
other documents; summarise, open and close individual officer's
military pay record as required by regulations.
1. As a mileage and per diem computer, the soldier must be able
ii urn i— >'ii * *mim*mmJr<»» Win aw 'wtmmrmm—++mmmm~*immBmm* n m
to compute mileage and per diem vouchers for reimbursement
of military or civilian personnel on travel or per diem status;
examine information on voucher and supporting papers for
accuracy and completeness; examine assignment or travel orders
to insure that orders are prepared to assure propriety of payment,
in accordance with current Finance Corps policies and directives;
determine amounts due for travel performed in accordance with
established rates by obtaining official mileage from official
mileage tables, official railway guide, or aand McNally Stand-
ard Highway Guide, multiplying actual distance traveled by
applicable rate per mile, adding per diem and other credits, and




eals lor enlisted men in travel status.
4. As a commercial bills computer, the soldier must be able to
prepare, audit, and process vouchers for supplies and non-
personal services rendered under contract, negotiated pruchascs,
or emergency purchases; establish and post files of obligating
documents and arrange prompt payment or other disposition
of bills covering supplies and nonpersonal services; coordinate
with purchasing officers to affect prompt settlement of commercial
bills.
5. As a bookkeeper, the soldier must be able to prepare vouchers
for scheduling and recording; number and summarise accounting
data stated on vouchers; prepare work sheet totals *4 sums in
various accounting classifications, in order to make ledger entries
of increase and decrease to disbursing officer's accountability;
make daily entries in account current records and files, in order
to provide an accurate record of all payments and collections,
to keep exact daily records of accountability of disbursing officer
for Government funds and to permit easy location of copy of any
voucher schedule and receipt for other accounting document; pre-
pare consolidate statement of accountability; extract information
from accounting records and prepare an analysis of increases and
decreases in various fund accounts, balance at «nd of period, and




provide a permanent record of disbursing activities; audit
schedule* of collections and disbursements and prepare
account current to reflect total activity and accountability
f ->r current period.
6. Asa check writer, the soldier must be able to prepare checks
and keep records for disbursing officer's checking account;
estimate number of checks needed and secure blanks from dis-
bursing officer; type checks, making constant reference to vouchers
or other basic documents for information ; make entries in check
register of totals or checks drawn, deposits, transfers of checks
accountability, and similar entries; prepare monthly report f
condition of depository account and of checks drawn.
7. As a bond issuance clerk, the soldier must be able to prepare and
'Ml ' II I .*i i i .HMIWIW II « l—IWW IIIHIJW
type bonds, maintain ledgers, and submit required reports; check
bond applications for completeness and correctness; process
bond issuance schedules from bond authorisations and information
on individual military records; audit and verify accuracy ot bond
accounting report by reference to bond contral card.
8. As an abstract clerk, the soldier must be able to prepare daily
schedule f collections and disbursements by reference to collec-
tion and disbursement vouchers received; total, verify and recap
itulate schedules to summarise individual transactions; prepare
and review letters of transmittal and keep files of documents

pertaining to disbursing officer *s account.
9. Asjsn assistant to fiscal specialists , the soldier must be able to
assist in maintaining fiscal and cost accounts pertaining to status
of funds and in preparing analyses and reports required for budget
purposes; record estimated obligation amounts and post documents
filed to support ledger entries; enter amounts of expenditure
vouchers and refund documents in appropriate accounts and
make necessary adjustments in related obligations; keep prescrib-
ed cost accounting ledgers; consolidate reports from installations
on status of allotments; compile data as directed for preparation
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Direct group* in simple calisthenics.
Division Duties ~
Make routine musters, prepare watch lists, and handle
section or division for inspection.
Training
Instruct personnel, using on-the-job training methods.
Infantry Drill
Perform -annual of arms, physical drill with and without arms
standard evolutions of infantry drill (*nen only)
Take charge of a squad in infantry drill (men only)
Sentries
Stand a sentry watch.
Calls -
tadentify common bugle calls and boatswain's calls aboard
ship Mf at own station.
Recognition
Identify typei of ships and aircraft in own are*.






Demonstrate ability to fire pistol and machine gun In current
service use (xn^n. only)
Knots and Splices
Tic knots most commonly used. Splice rope (short and long
splice). Make an eye splice. Put a whipping on a rope. Put
a stopper and a strap on a line. Mouse a hook (men only).
First Aid
Demonstrate under simulated conditions the following: methods
ot stopping bleeding; treatment for shock; application of splints;
dressing of wounds and burns; moving an injured person; admin-
istering artificial respiration.
Sound- Powered Telephones -
Handle a sound powered telephone station properly. Use standard
talker procedure and proper methods for handling and securing
equipment {tmsn only).
Breathing Apparatus -
Use a gas mask (utilize a gas chamber when available).
Use oxygen breathing apparatus.
Swimming and Life Saving







Use common hand tools in maintaining and repairing aircraft engines
and accessories.
Measuring Instruments -
Use measuring instruments in maintaining and repairing aircraft
engines and accessories.
Bluprints
Read simple blueprints and wiring diagrams.
Airplane Handling -
Handle and service (including fueling) aircraft on the ground or
deck In accordance with local and general approved practices. Load
and stow equipment. Secure aircraft by tying down and mooring.
Undertake the responsibilities of plan captain to insure general
readiness of aircraft. Make daily and pre flight inspections.
Clean windshie Ids. enclosures and surfaces.
Service, maintain, install and repair engines. Perform routine
checks in accordance with approved procedures. Remove , clean
test and replace spark plugs and / or turbine nozzles. Start, warm-up
engines; perform check to discover malfunctions.
2
Taken from Manual of Qualifications for advancement in Rating .




Check balance, pitch, and track of propellors. Rfmavi, service,
and inatall propellers ant check their operation, Install and
adjust governor*.
Carburetor* and Fuel System
Check carburetor* and fuel system for proper operation. Trace
fuci lines; clean strainers; check valves and fuel cells far teaks
or seaiij e«te.
Instruments and Accessories
Remove, service sad install pumps, magnetos, ignition coils,
distributors, starters, generators, batteries* oil coolers,
and other power plan accessories, including control panel,
flight ana engine instruments.
Safety Precautions
bserve local and general safety precautions lor shop and line
maintenance, fueling, servicing and operations of aircraft.
Records and Reports
Heap records and prepare reports applicable to servicing,
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Articles f >r the government of the Navy, with particular attention
to regulations concerning unauthorised absence and other common
offenses, and the kinds and degrees of punishment. Uniform reg
ulations and care of clothing. Station rules and regulations
with emphasis on information pertinent to own conduct and duty.
Organisation in own command for handling personal problems.
Assistance available through usual relief organisations. SUspon
sibility of officers and rated men in advising and assisting juniors
concerning personal problems. Family allowance, allotments,
and National Service Life Insurance. Benefits available to naval
personnel and their dependents. Educational services. Personal
hygiene. Advancements, decorations, and awards. Enlistments,
discharges, and pay accounts. i*eave and liberty.










Identification of U. o. naval uniform* and insignia. Identification
of U. S. Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Army, aad Air force
uniforms and insignia. Regulations concerning salutes and
National Ensign. Boat etiquette. &ide honors, etiquette in
leaving and returning to a ship.
Seamanship
General types, purpose, nomenclature of naval vessels. Boat
nomenclature* classes, types and gear carried. Nomenclature
and uses at life rafts, survival equipment, and supplies, such
as ration packets. Procedures for life boat drill. General
drills: General quarters* fire and rescue, abandon ship, and
man overboard. Rules of the road (men only). Use of various
kn^te (men only). Rust removal and oainting (men only).
safety Precautions
General safety precautions while using or moving ammunition,
fuels, paints, electrical gees, small arms, and compressed
industrial gassee. General safety precautions to be observed
while riding in and working around aircraft.
Damage Control and Fire Fighting
Use of fire fighting equipment and rescue breathing apparatus.
DSJBSM control, watertight integrity, and material conditions.





Identity of gases used in gat warfare; farms of attack. Collective
and individual protection against gas. G s mask drills.
Mathematics
Arithmetic, including addition* subtraction, multiplication,
division, fractions and decimals.
Special Duties
Duties of section leader, police petty officer, gang way watch,
master at arms, guard mail petty officer, shore patrolman,
and beach guard.
Training and Selection
The nature, proper uses, and the advantages and disadvantages
of the lecture, discussion, and demonatraton methods of instruc
tion. Basic principles and uses of enlisted Navy job classification
coding system.
Security and Accountability
Regulations regarding the securlt" of classified matter. Re sponsi
bility toward and accountability for government supplies and
equipment.
Aviation
General types, p ir-oses and nomenclature af aircraft. ,





Tx-la and Measuring Instrument* -
Names and uses of eommoa hand tools and measuring instruments
used for engine and accessory maintannce end repair.
Airplane Handling and Checking -
Proper methods of handling airplane on the ground. Ml Heck and
in the vater, In. accordance with local and general approved
practices. Methods used t secure aircraft by tying down and
mooring; methods used to load and stow equipment. Procedures
for starting, warming up, testing aad stopping aircraft engines.
Procedures for checking engines and accessories for malfunction-
ing. Method of cleaning aircraft surfaces, enclosures, windshields,
and engine and accessary parts aad the proper materials to be
used.
Engines •
Theory cf operation and construe tin A engines, including make up
of parta and function of each, dividing engine operation into the
systems of power transmission, cooling, carburetion, lubrication,
and Ignition. Prepare diagrammatic akctchee of aircraft power
plant systems. Procedures for servicing, maintaining, and repair
2
Taken from Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating .
pp. IX 4 to VTV.
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lag engines, including inspection, tests, and routine servicing.
The general pressure, temperature and r.p. m. limitations
for commonly used engines and the specific limitations of
engines of own activity for warm-ups and cruising.
Propcilors
Hydraulic and electrical principles applied to propellors, theory
of operation, procedures for servicing, and nomenclature of
propeUors and propellor accessories.
Carburetors and Fuel System
Procedures for checking and servicing aircraft carburetors end
fuel system. Theory of operation, nomenclature of parts, and
manner of inspecting, cleaning, and installing parts. System of
marking carburetors and fuel system lines.
Instruments and Accessories *
Nomenclature, installing and servicing procedures and theory
of operation of aircraft engine accessaries and instruments.
Mathematics -
Basic mathematics, including the following: arithmetic,
measurement, and graphs. Solve problems pertaining to aircraft
maintenance and fueling.
Aircraft Construction -
Basic principles of the theory of flight and the principles dt air-




types of construction encountered in the fuselage, wings, empenn
age, and landing gears, and the la/out of the hydraulic and elec-
trical systems. Alignment and adjustment of control surfaces,
with emphasis on adjustment of tabs. Basic principles of
and balance of aircraft.
Flight Operations -
General duties of air crew members, including knowledge of inter
plant comraunicatinns, crew stations, and procedures for abandon-
ing pine, and for fire , crash, General quarters, and search sta
tions. The use of armament, pyrotechnics, and survival equip-
ment employed in aircraft operations.
oafety Precautions
Ltocal and general safety precautions for shop and line maintenance,
fueling, servicing, and operation of aircraft. Procedure for
safety wiring and bonding.
Records and Reports -
Engineering records to be kept and reports to be made for main-
taining, servicing, and operating aircraft.
Publications -
General content and use of technical bulletins, publications,
*j>* catalogs pertaining to aircraft maintenance and repair.
Organisation




DUTIES OF THE AIR FORCE SPECIALTY CODE NUMBER 43151 *
1. Inspects aircraft. Performs preflight, daily and other peri (.--die
inspections of aircraft structures , landing gear, engines, super-
chargers, instruments, cockpits, cabins, flight surfaces and
controls, hydraulic, electrical, oxygen, heating, pressurising,
fuel, librication, de icing, vacuum, cooling and induction and
exhaust systems. Inspects for cleanliness, alignment, proper
clearance and operation, evidence of wear, cracks and 1 >oseness.
Uses feeler guagea, micrometers, tensioaneters, propellor
protractors, and hand and special tools. Makes entries on ap-
plicable aircraft forms.
2. Performs preventive maintenance of aircraft. Examines pilot's
write up form indicating malfunctions. Accomplishes minor
maintenance on engines, instruments, and aircraft systems by
cleaning parts, re safetying, and replacing unit parts. Removes
and replaces items such as wings, control surfaces, engines, pro-
pellors, landing gear, fuel cells, wheals , brakes, tires , instru-
ments, c jwllng, hose, tubing and la -flight refueling equipment.
S. Performs aircraft servicing. Taxis, tows, parks and moors air
craft. Fills fuel and oil tanks. Lubricates aircraft and engines.
1




3. Performs aircraft servicing. Taxis, tows, parks and moors
aircraft. Fills fuel and oil tanks. Lubricates aircraft and
engines. Inflates tires and struts. Fills oxygen and hydraulic
systems. Drains systems and purges tanks*
4. Prepares and moves aircraft from storage. Removes corrosion
and applies protective measures to prevent corrosion. Stows
equipment and ties down cargo, considering aircraft balance.
5. Performs minor sheet metal and fabric work. Slcmoves rivets
from torn and damaged parts and patches with appropriate
metal, using pneumatic or hand riveting equipment. Patches
fabric and applies dope to repaired fabric surfaces.
6. Performs emergency crash work. Removes disabled aircraft
from runways, using jacks and other emergency hoisting equip-
ment. Lads and secures aircraft or component parts on trucks
and trail era.
7. Performs minor maintenance on ground equipment. Maintains
crew stands, auxiliary power plants, portable electric light
equipment, air compressors, jacks and related equipment.
$. Supervises small crew of aircraft mechanics and helpers. Assigns
work and reviews quality and quantity of completed work. Conducts





U. S. GOVERNMENT PUBUCATI N
,
Documents
Department of the Air Force. Air Force Regulations . Washington:
various publication dates and pagination depending on the issuance,
reissuance and length of individual component regulations.
Series 5, "Publications.
Series 20, organization - General.
Series 34, 'Personnel Services."
Series 35, Military Personnel.
Series 39, Enlisted Personnel .
Series SO, Training.'
Series 52, Technical Training."
- Air F^rce Letter s. Washington: various publication dates and
pagination depending on the issuance, expiration and length of
individual component letters.
Series 35, Military Personnel. "
Series 39, Enlisted Personnel.
Department of the Army. Army Regulations . Washington: various
publication dates and pagination depending on the issuance, re
Issuance and length of individual component regulations.
Series 600, "Personnel.
Series 615, Unlisted Personnel.
Special Regulations. Washington: various publication dates and
pagination depending on the issuance, revision and length of indiv-
idual component regulations.
Series 10, rganUatton and Functions. "
oeries 310, Military Publications.
Series 615, 'Enlisted Personnel.
Series 650, Career Guidance.
Circulars . Various subjects concerning the Career Guidance Plan.
No. 1 Washington: 1 January 1948. 24 pp.
No. 202. Washington: 7 July 1948. 79 pp.
No. 67. Washington: 29 April 1949. 6 pp.






No. 22. Washington: 12 April 1950. 6 pp.
No. 25. Washington: 1 May 1950. 11 pp.
No. 15. Washington: 1 July 1950. 6 pp.
Training Circular No. 1. Army Training Policiea. Washington:
27 February 1950 . 6 pp.
Manuals
Bureau of Naval Personnel. Bureau oi Naval Pe rsoanel Manual.
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NavPers 15791. Washington: 1948. 414 pp.
---
'
Manual of Enlisted Navy Job Classifications. Nav Pers
15105 (Revised). Washington: November 1949. 339 pp.
--»
-
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating . 1947
Ed. , IWv. February, 1949 with changes through March 9, 1949,
NavPers 18068. Washington: 1 949. 404 pp.
Department of Defense. Catalog of the United States Armed Forces
Institute. Fifth Edition, 5 October 1949. Washington: 19§0^
iWppT-
Department of the Air Force. Training Prospectus for United States
Air Force Personnel. November 1950 Revision. St. Louis:
Universal Printing Company, 1950.
Departments oi the Army, the Navy and the Air Force. Ljst of Courses
Offered by Cooperating Colleges and Universities Through United
States Armed Forces Institute . Washington: 1949. 214 pp.
Pamphlets
Bureau of Naval Personnel. Education and Training. NavPers 10827.
Washington: January 1949. 257 pp.
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